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DUring last fe\\ y ears, the frequency of Harmful Algal B loom (HAB)  has increased 
worldwide. The occurrence of HAB in the Gulf  region has only recently  been recorded i n  the 
United rab Emirates (U.t\E). Speci fical ly, these occurrences have not been thoroughly 
lI1vestigated. This  phenomena, was found to be associated with the increase in nutrient load, 
depletion of oxygen and a significant decrease in fish populations that is caused by a bloom of a 
certain phytop lankton sp cies, resu lts in  economic and social problems. Therefore, the 
Em i ronment Agency- bu Dhabi (EAD) has decided to conduct a study on di fferent aspects of  
this phenomenon of\ hich this thesis i s  part of. 
The purpose o f  this study is to address the fol lowing points : 
I. Comparison of  the environmental parameters in d ifferent stations along Abu Dhabi Marine 
Costal areas 
') Studying phytop lankton composition in  two di fferent stations known as fish ki l l  phenomenon 
3 .  Isolation and Identification o f  phytoplankton cel ls  known to be harmful  
.. f. Identi fication o f  common algal species and Harmful  Algal B looms i n  Abu Dhabi waters 
5. Identi fication o f  factors responsible for bloom fom1ation 
Five stations were chosen along the coastal area of Abu Dhabi Emirate according to the 
envi ronmental impacts they are recovering due to human activities. Water samples were 
col lected at depths 0, 5 and 1 0  meters respectively. Nutrient analysis have took place with sea 
water samples beside measuring temperature,oxygen concentration, sal i nity and chlorophyll a. 
utrient analysis  has taken place with sea water samples in  conj unction with/in union with 
measuring temperature, oxygen concentration, sal in i ty and chlorophyl l  a.  Phytoplankton cel ls  
were col lected usi  ng a net of pore s ize lOllm and have been identified. Sediment samples were 
col lected using a Grab sampler. These samples were used for cyst identification. 
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The results sho\ ed that many hannful species were introduced in the waters of  Abu 
DhabI  and that many of  the identi fied cyst species did not appear in the phytoplankton 
community. Moreover the fish k i l l  station where b looms occurred indicated that the circulation 
o fv,:ater is very s low. The reason is due to of the enclosed charmel and the introduction of  
nutri ent from the mdustries located along. 
The present study suggested carrying out, a strategic on this phenomenon and the harmful 
species that have been introduced to the area through the transportation of bal last water from the 
tankers of oil importing industrial ized nations fleets to our waters. Another reason could be due 
to the increase of the human activities along the coasts. Al l  the above reasons and others could 






Introd u ction 
During the last fe\ decades, incidences of Rannful 19ae B loom (RAB) have frequent ly 
been Increased worldwide even in coastal areas that have never been experienced such 
phenomenon (Anderson,  1989; Smayda 1990) (Raj an. 2005) .  These repeated accidents are not 
attributable to a s ingle a lgal c lass, but rather to a variety of physiological ly diverse species 
belonging to di fferent c l asses. Some of those species have been recognized previously as 
hannful ,  others ha e been considered as harmless, and others sti l l  were unknown to science unti l 
their init ial out breaks (Smayda, 1990) .  
The phenomenon o f HAB is always associated with fish mortal i ties and occurrence of  
mono-spec ific  b looms o f  phytop lankton .  Phytoplankton is known as smal l ,  float ing p lanktonic 
p lant cel ls .  It is one of  the most important organisms in the aquatic food web that are recognized 
as the primary producer o f  organic carbon which are consumed by zooplankton. 
It is not easy to c lassi fy phytoplankton organisms at specie level although some species s 
infonnation exists .  They are mostly ident i fied at genus level with an associated size range 
( Anderson 1989). 
The changes in the state of the marine environment due to excessive nutrients 
enncbment, such as n i trate and phosphates fert i l izers, are always fol lowed by rapid growth of  
algae and bacteri a  in  the  sea. The increase of  organic loads within an  ecosystem which result  
h igh oxygen consumption, which tends to make it unsuitable to other organisms to l ive. Such 
scenario is  known as Eutrophication, where different consequent changes o f  plant and animal 
communit ies are expected within the ecosystem. One of these changes could be increase of  
phytoplankton densit ies, bu t  when such increase is  belonging to  a single species which 
dominates the phytoplankton community, i t  i s  cal led bloom. The harmful  effect of  the 
phytoplankton tends to be a harmfu l  algae b loom of certain algae. 
H AB is  caused by certain species of  phytoplankton that are harmful  to human health, 
fisheries, agricul ture, recreational l i fe and other socio-economic activit ies l i nked to aquatic 
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resources. It also harms and destructs the marine and freshwater flora and fauna as wel l  as the 
ecosystem habi tats .  ( Summerhayes & Thorpe, 1 998) 
ccording to l i terature; possible reasons responsible about the development of massive 
blooms o f haml ful algae could be c l imatic and hydrological associated with changing of  
chemical condi tions which thought to  be  prerequisites (Anderson, 1 998) .  
Actual ly no general scenario favoring a b loom of specific species can be visualized, 
however a combination of di fferent physical ,  chemical, meteorological and biological factors are 
alv ays considered. (Anderson, 1 998) .  The phenomenon of  HAB is  well known also through the 
Red Tide phenomenon where it describes algal bloom which is  responsible about coloration of 
sea surface (Summerhayes & Thorpe, 1 998) .  What happens in  the sea surface is  that the 
mechanism of b looming is  responsible for changes in the micro-algal carbon b iomass with t ime. 
It is well known that, with in euphotic zone the system is contro l led by a bal ance between the 
primary (alga l )  production rate and losses from the plankton community through respiration, 
grazing by herbivores, and sedimentation of intact cells (Summerhayes & Thorpe, 1 998) .  The 
load of the nutrients w i l l  create a b loom because it encourages the growth of phytoplankton. So 
there are en ironmental conditions that are required for a phytoplankton bloom to occur such as : 
( 1 )  Avai labi l i ty o f  inorganic p lant nutrients. 
(2) Sufficient irradiance levels within the surface waters. 
( 3 )  An imbalance or l ag between the production of micro-algae and their grazing by herb ivores, 
advection, or sedimentation out of the production zone. 
Once nutrients become dep leted in  sea surface, ce l ls  begin to die and the phytoplankton 
sediment out of the water column. (Surnmerhayes & Thorpe, 1 998)  Moreover the phytoplankton 
species have the abi l ity to form cysts. These periods of rest or dormancy are common in the l i fe 
cyc les of microorgani sms .  ( Kokinos & Anderson, 1 995)  
The harmful  algal b loom causes economic losses a t  the economic societ ies especia l ly those 
whose are dependent on the marine resources in their l i fe;  United S tates looses mi ll ions of  
dol l ars per year, in  tox in  monitoring programs, c losures of  harvest able shellfish resources, 
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mortal i t ies o f wtld and farmed fish and she l lfish and the value of  resources that are not exploi ted 
or developed because of the presence or threat of toxic outbreaks ( Matsuoka.K.  et. al., 2000). 
Dunng the last few years, H AB occurrences have been recorded in  the coastal areas of 
the ROP E ( Regional Organization for the Protect ion of  Marine Environment) countries in the 
Gulf  region (e .g. Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Bahrain and United Arab Emirates). The phenomenon 
\ as associated with massive fish k i l l .  S ince this phenomenon was new to the region, many 
countries have started to investigate the reasons from di fferent points of views. In Kuwait during 
September-October 1 999 Kuwait Bay has been susceptible to 2 1  potentia l ly Harmful  A lgal 
species existing at that period. It causes massive mortal i ty of about 1 50 tons o f  culture of sea 
bream and 30  tons o f  wild mul lets. (AI-Yamani ,  2000). In Oman in late August 2000 large 
numbers of fish began dying in droves off in the northern coast of the country that faces the Gulf. 
(Herring D . ,  2002), In Bahrain the harmful algal bloom appears at the desal ination stations 
because of the di scharge of macronutrients that causes the blooms. (Loizides, 2000). While in the 
United Arab Emirates, although the phenomenon has been recognized, few investigations has 
been done in that regard. According to the physical and geographical features o f  the ROPME Sea 
Area ( RSA), the United Arab Emirates is considered as an inner part o f RSA (AI-Majed et aI., 
2000) .  The i nner RSA is the marine area west of 56°E longitude, extending along NW/SE axis 
from Strait of Hormuz to the northern coast ofIran. The coast l ine extends over a length of  about 
1 000krn with a water surface area of 239,000 km
2. The inner RSA is in effect a shal low 
embayment having a mean depth o f  about 3 5 m  with depth 's  maximum between 90- 1 00m at its 
north-eastern side near the coast of Iran, and near the narrow entrance at the S trait of Hormuz 
1 00m (Emery, 1 956; Kasslar, 1 973) .  The max imum width of the i nner part o f RSA is 338  km 
and its water volume is est imated at about 7,800 krn
3 by Linden et al. ( 1 990) and at about 8,630 
km3 by Reynolds ( 1 993) .  ROPM E  (2000) mentioned that the shal lowness of this area makes its 
response to meteorological variables quick and dramatic. Being surrounded by a desert 
Landmass on the one side and mountains on the other enhances the water evaporation and makes 
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the water exchange through the Strait of Horrnuz quite active ( H unter, 1 985 ) .  The area on the 
\\ estern sIde IS a mosaIc of narrow and shallow areas. ( H assan and EI-Samra, 1 985 ) .  
There are many factors that area influences the whole region such as climate, the 
socioeconomic envIronment, and the Gulf Wars that were records on the same region. In general 
the RS IS characterized by primari ly as dry having cl imate that is associated with desert 
conditions. Its cl imate can be described general ly as being very hot and dry in summer and 
relatively cool in winter \ ith smal l  amounts of rainfal l  (20- 1 00 mm/cm2) during winter and 
spnng ( 1EP A, 1 989; Qatar, 1 990). Winter and spring seasons in the region are very short, 
usual ly consisting of a two-month winter typical ly occurring in December and January, and often 
, on ly  a single spring month typ ical l y  occurring in March or Apri l (Al i , 1 994). 
The sediment type of United Arab Emirates and in  Abu Dhabi speci fical l y  is  sandy 
(Carpenter et a l . ,  1 997) .  The coast of the United Arab Emirates is characterized by a number of 
broad sandy flats and lagoons and edges with barrier and fri nging reefs (Chiffi ngs, 1 998) .  
Previous studies of  the Chemical features of UAE coastal waters have indicated that, dissolved 
Oxygen concentrations ranged from 3 .63 t09.02 mg r', ammonia was ranged from undetectable 
concentrations to 5 . 1 8  )lg rl, nitrates varied between 0 .07- 1 4 .32  )lg rl, and s i l icate varied from 
0.4-26.5 )lg rl (Shri adah and AI-Ghais 1 999). The patterns of distribution indicated insign i ficant 
di fference between surface and bottom layers due to the shal lowness of the area, turbulence of 
the water column and the effect of  sewage and wastewater discharge. 
The Abu-Dhabi coastal environment including the coastal l ine is largely affected by 
human activ ity. H uman social and economic activities are taking place on both l and and marine 
areas. Recently, Abu Dhabi has shown an unprecedented growth in the industrial sector over the 
past three decades. The most common heavy industries in the region include petroleum 
refineries, petrochemical industry and desal ination and power p lants (AI-Majed et at., 2000). The 
major contributor to the pol lution loads onto the marine environment is the heavy industries. 
They mostly discharge the treated or untreated waste water to directly the marine water. 
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Moreover the pol lutants from other industries are also directly  discharged without treatment. 
Moreover, concentrated brine is also discharged into the coastal areas from desalination p lants. 
s estimated by ROPME (2000) the desalination and power p lants are discharging the 
maximum percentage of  effluent volume est imated at 48% of  the total effluent discharges and 
account to some of the BOD COD and SS (Suspended Sol ids) loading. ext to those the 
petroleum refineries which have been reported to contribute 28% of the total waste volume and 
major contributor to the COD, o i l  and metals l oad. Petrochemical and other industries contribute 
only 190'0 and 500 respect ively, of  the total discharge. 
Due to the intensive human impact on the coastal area o f  Abu-Dhabi Emirate and in order 
to im'estigate the possible factors ini t iating HAB phenomenon along its coastal area, the 
Environmental Agency in  the Emirate of Abu Dhabi i s  interested in  studying the different 
aspects of this phenomenon. Such interest has resulted in organizing oceanographic sampling 
cru i ses \vith wel l  defined temporal and special p lan. This interest also comes from the economic 
importance of coastal resources of Abu-Dhabi Emirate. Where, in  the United Arab Emirates and 
i n  Abu Dhabi mostly a l l  the Heavy Industries were bui l t  and are sti l l  being bui l t  near by the 
coast l ine such as in the M usafah area. Also oil exploration areas (on i slands or at sea) such as 
M ubaraz Island that are affecting the marine envi ronment negatively (AI-Majed et al., 2000).  
The present study is making part of the sampl ing campaign organized by the Environmental 
Agency during 2003-2005 .  The obtained resul ts are used to put spot l ight on different 
environmental aspects with a speci fic intention to support the aims of the present study, which 
can be summarized as fol lows: 
1 - Comparing environmental parameters in d ifferent stations along Abu-Dhabi Marine Coastal 
areas. 
2- S tudying phytoplankton composition and the cyst species in station known with fish k i l l  
phenomenon during summer and winter seasons .  
3-Isolating and ident i fying phytoplankton cel l s  known to be harmful .  
4-Identifying common algal species and H ABs in  Abu Dhabi waters . 
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5- Trying to ident i fy the main factors responsible  for algal b loom formation. 
1 0  

The Study Area 
1 1  

Figure (1) The Gulf Region 
1 2  

The Arabian Gulf region lies at the edge of two global weather y terns; con equently, vyhile 
the arid cl i mate of abia i con tant in orne re pect , the Gulf water exhibits marked easonal 
variabilit , re ulting in orne of the mo t remarkable effect een in tropical waters (Figure '1'). 
Parado ically \ inter cold extreme are as important in this respect as the heat for which the area is 
reno\\ned ater becomes temperate in winter, and when hamal winds blow they regularly force 
water temperature below 1 0°C In both ummer and winter very high evaporation occurs, much of 
thi coming from the extensive hallow embayment of Abu Dhabi (Sheppard and Dixon, 1998) 
Hunter (1986) mentioned that the current flows into the Gulf and along the coast of Iran at 
0. 1 -0 2 m per econd, and then flows around the Gulf in a counter-clock wise direction As it flows 
evaporation ontinues This flow means that the biota of the Iranian shore, which is till mostly 
entirely unexplored and unknown apart from some fisheries work, is likely to be the source of many 
pecies which settle in Abu Dhabi, lying as the area does, up current. 
Total water turnover time in the Gulf, defined as the time needed for the Gulf water to come 
within the influence of the open sea boundary, is estimated to be about 2.4 years, and flushing time is 
estimated to be about 3 to 5.5 years because of the effects of vertical mixing and other turbulent 
proce se This is extremely important to the shallow southern bays which are the principal sites of 
evaporation, where salinity exceeds 50 psu over hundreds of square kilometers, and reaches 70 psu in 
large expan es, yet which remain highly productive and important in terms of carbon and nitrogen 
fixation ( heppard et al 1 992) 
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The tudy Area 
The Emirate of Abu Dhabi is the largest of the seven Emirates of the United Arab Emirates 
(UAE) country (Marine Atlas of Abu Dhabi 2004) which has a total area 67340 Km2 that forms 
87% of the total area of the UAE. It l ies on the Arabian Gulf between (Latitude 22.05-25)  North and 
( Longitude 5 1 -55) East(Stat istical Re iew,2003 )  and has a mainland coast that includes numerous 
lagoon , creek, bays and peninSUla extend ing for about 960 Km from the Dubai Emirate border at 
Ra's Ghantut, west to the Saudi Arabian border at Ra's  Ghumeis (Fig. i). The total area of Abu 
Dhabi's marine territorial waters is 3 7,6 1 6  Km2. The offshore waters are general ly shal low and, as a 
result there are numerous islands that may exceed 50 is lands. The islands have various 
geomorphologic properties, ranging from dramatic salt dome formations such as Zirku Island to 
mall sandy shoals such as Bu Tinah Is land. The occurrence of an inshore network of barrier is lands 
also provides a unique lagoon ecosystem, with protected shal low waters. (Marine Atlas of Abu 
Dhabi, 2004) 
\\�Ir � 
Figure (2) The study areas in the emirate of Abu Dhabi 
Seven stations were selected a long the coastal area of Abu-Dhabi, which represent the 
different habitats of the studied area. The names and the geographic positions of the selected stations 
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are indicated in Table (i) .The criteria upon which the stations were selected are different according 
to the spec ific features of each station and to the main object ive of the present study that is interested 
in identifying the Harmful algae and their cysts. In  the present study the phytoplankton identification 
was carried out for almost a l l  samples col lected from the seven stations. However, the cysts' 
identification was only carried out at the four stations named; Corniche, Musafah and Fish Ki l l  
stations 1 and 3 (table 1 ). 
Site's Name Latitude LOD.Kitude 
Mussafah 24.3 7222 54.46278 
Corniche 24.48083 54.33722 
Mubaraz 24.44472 53 .38083 
Marawah 24.25278 53.33 75 
Dalma 24.47754 52 .2963 
Fish ki l l  ST I 24.42 1 35 54.30886 
F ish ki l l  ST3 24.3 1 228 54.47604 
. .  
Table ( 1 )  N ames and geographic pOSIt Ions of the studied S Ites 
1- Corniche Area 
Figure (3)  Position of the samp ling station at Cornish site (Abu-Dhabi coast) 
1 5  

orniche Area is located in the heart of Abu Dhabi district. It i s  actual ly the most beautiful 
place in the Abu Dhabi Emirate. Facing it are the flats where this huge number of population is li ing. 
Actual ly the di charge of the ewage, after treatment, most ly is on the Cornish area were we can fmd 
the white materials are adding. Mo t of the population is l iving beside the Cornish area (Figure 3). 
The main feature of the Cornish is that it's a shal low marine environment characterized by a 
eagrass bed <1 0 m wide. It has a andy bottom general ly flat or gently s loping sand substrate, most ly 
unvegetated. It i one of the best example of human interference, where dramatic modification in the 
shorel ine has been occurring in order to build up recreational faci l ities and en larging the adjacent road. 
Abu Dhabi Coast l ine Oi l  Spi l l  Protection Priorities, 2000). 
2- Musafah Area and Fish Kill stations 
Figure (4) Position of the sampling station at Musafah site (Abu-Dhabi coast) 
1 6  

Figure (5 )  Position of the sampl ing fish kiUs stations at Musafah site (Abu-Dhabi coast) 
M usafah area (figure 4) is the most important industrial and investment centers in the 
Emirate of Abu Dhabi. It is just 30 ki lometers away from the Abu Dhabi city centre, a location 
which made it part of the Abu Dhabi town . The government made the decision to establ ish such 
industrial area along the coastal area to get advantage of the water body in industrial processes. I t  
covers an area of 1 4  Krn2 that have six varieties of industrial zones (Figure 5 ). 
Those zones consists of automobiles, machineries, automobi le repair works and spare parts 
shops. Also it consists of a col lection of food, texti le, and soft drink manufacturing industries .  
More over the area also is  reserved for engineering works, wood and herbal industries beside 
that it's reserved for chemical and p lastic industries, representing petrochemical industries. A 
col lection of industries deal ing in the production of construction-related materials is in Musafah area 
too beside some areas for advanced technology industries. 
In general the United Arab Emirates has recorded in the sector of development in the 
industrial field about 2,334 industries between 2001- 2002 throughout the country compared to 
1 ,525 industries in 1 997. 
The number of industries grew by 200 per cent in the last five years. The industrial 
investments in Abu Dhabi , which stood at Dhs 2,489 mi l l ion in 1 997, shot up to Dhs 2,78 1 mi l l ion 
1 7  

in 1 998. They then rose to Dhs 3,344 mi llion in 1 999 and to Dhs 3,532 million and Dhs 7,465 
mill ion in 2000 and 200 1 ,  respectively 
The increase in the number of industrial installations in Abu Dhabi over the past five years has 
lead to a sharp increase in the number of workers in th is sector. 
In 1 997, there were only 1 7,77 1 workers in the industry sector. This figure has risen to reach 
over 3 0  000 in the Musafah area. 
The increase in the above statistics in a short time led to more concern about the environment 
of thi area in addition to the discharging of the waste of the industries where it is dumped and how 
much is the quantity .  (Discover Mussafah, 2003) 
Figure (6) a scientist from EAD is collecting fish killed samples beside the ph pI samples 
M usafah area and its stations in general is a dredged channel for navigational purposes. I t 's  an 
infrastructure region including roads, uti l ity infrastructure, buildings etc. This channel also has exposed 
tidal flats with living a lgal mat layer on the other side. The beach is sheltered mixed with sand and 
gravel that are not exposed to high wave energy. The F ish K ill stations (Figure 5 )  and (Figure 6) are in 
the channel where waste from the industrial areas is discharged in Abu- Dhabi Coastline (Oil Spill 
Protection Priorities, 2000). 
3- Marawah Island area 
1 8  

Figure (7) Position of the sampling station close to Marawah Island (Abu-Dhabi coast) 
Marawah Island is one of the protected areas in the United Arab Emirate and especial ly in Abu 
Dhabi since 200 1 (Figure 7) .  It covers an area of 425 5  Km2. It is one of twenty two marine protected 
areas in the United Arab Emirates (United Arab Emirate and the Environment, 2003).  Marawah Island 
lies around 1 00 kIn west of Abu Dhabi and is privately owned. It is one of few sites in the UAE where 
mangro e is spreading natural ly .  Litt le green herons (Butorides striatus), western reef herons (Egretta 
gularis) and clamorous reed warblers (Acrocephalus stentoreus) all feed and nest in this habitat. 
Dugong, turtles and dolphins occur in the surrounding waters, with the vast extent of intertidal 
mudflats which p lay host to internationa l ly important numbers of migratory waterbirds in winter and 
during passage periods, including many hundreds of great knot (Calidris tenuirostris), a species which 
breeds onl in far eastern Siberia and which otherwise migrates to Australia for the winter. 
Marawah has a long history of human occupation, dating back to the Late Stone Age, over 7000 years 
ago. Other archaeological sites dating to the local Bronze Age through until the Islamic period are a lso 
found here. (Mangrove on Marawah, 2006) 
Marawah Island as a feature is a sheltered sandy beach that is not exposed to high wave energy. 
It a lso has mangroves typically, Avicennia marina, and salt marshes which are halophytic vegetation, 
regular ly inundated. It is a region which is to expose completed tidal flat with a stable compacted sand 
substrate. (Abu Dhabi Coastline Oil Spi l l  Protection Priorities, 2000) 
1 9  

4- Mubaraz I land 
Figure (8) Position of the sampling station c lose to Mubaraz Island (Abu-Dhabi coast) 
Mubaraz Island was chosen because it is a site of an oil exploration area (Figure 8) .  A 
MARBOL agreement (73/78) -was developed in an International conference- which is strict with the 
way to stop the oil pollution in marine and is now a days trying to control the transfer of the biological 
individual by the bal last water in oil transportation ships. The Supreme Council examined the efforts 
made to construct facilities to receive wastes discharged from ships and the balance water. The Council 
stressed the importance of expediting the construction of those facilities. (United Arab Emirate and the 
Environment, 2003 ) 
Mubaraz Island is chosen because the presence of oil transportation and ship traffic from and 
to this island. The Island is exposed to a tidal flat with a stable compacted sand substrate. The 
surrounded beaches have batches of mangroves typical ly Avicennia marina. (Abu Dhabi Coastline Oil 
Spi l l  Protection Priorities, 2000). 
5- Dalma Island 
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Figure (9) Position of the sampl ing stat ion c lose to Dalma I sland (Abu-Dhabi coast) 
Dalma is an island located in the western region of Abu Dhabi emirate, about 80lans east of the 
Qatar peninsula. The island is about 9 Kms from north to south (not taking into account its modem 
land fi l led peninSUla to the south) and is 5kms from east to west. I ts central h i l l s  rise to a maximum 
ele ation of 98 m above sea-level (Figure 9). Dalma is a salt-dome island. I t  has a modem population 
of around 7000 indiv iduals. (Abu Dhabi I s lands Archaeological Survey Dalma, 2006). 
The is land is about 5 km in diameter at its widest point. It has played an important role in UAE 
h istory and prehistory. Where, some 200 wel l s  are reputed to have freshwater certainly being suppl ied 
to Abu Dhabi island unt i l  the 1 950s. The c l iffed coastline supports several breeding pairs of sooty 
falcons (Falco coneolor), whi le the agricultural areas attract many migrant birds in both spring and 
autumn. (Dalma Island, 2006). 
Dalma Island is  surrounded with shal low and transparent water that al lows the growth of coral 
reef communities. The island is known with its infrastructure including roads, uti l ity and service 
bui ldings etc. (Abu Dhabi Coastl ine Oi l  Spi l l  Protection Priorities, 2000). 






laterial and ,\lethod 
ThI S  study \\ as conducted In two stages. The first stage \: as aimed at studying the environmental 
actors that may 1 l1fluence the occurrence of the 19ae bloom along the Abu Dhabi coast. The focus on 
he second stage \\ a to Ident ify the cysts that are found in the stations studied along_the Abu Dhabi 
oast .  
. Fie l d  tud y  and Analysis 
a mpling de ign 
ampl ing s i tes for the survey were chosen based on areas that cover the entire emirate of  Abu 
DhabI . Along the coastal area of Abu-Dhabi,  five main stat ions Corniche, Musafah, Marawah, 
�lubaraz and Dalma were chosen based on their type of nature. 
All col lectIOn stations were in fu l l  operation during the summer period col lected sediment and 
other data. Ho\\ e\ er on Iy two stat ions, in Corn ish and M usafah, were in operation during the winter. 
Furthennore, the study has included two addit ional stat ions that have been chosen based on a spec ial 
case of  algal b looming that was previously recorded by the Environmental Agency of Abu Dhabi . 
These were Fish Ki l 1  area stat ion 1 and stat ion 3 .  
In these 1\\/0 stations, sediment samples were col lect ing dUling the summer and winter seasons. Al l  
the  si tes 0\ er  the  water body were ident ified and the  co-ordinates entered into hand-held geographic 
posit ioning system (GP S )  units (Garmin 1 85 )  using map source software. 
Site's Name Latitu d e  LOD2itude 
Mussafah 24.3 7222 54.46278 
Corniche 24.48083 54 .33 722 
M ubaraz 24.44472 53 . 38083 
Marawah 24.25278 53 . 3375  
Dalma 24.47754 52 .2963 
F ish k i l l  ST I 24.42 1 3 5 54 .30886 
Fish k i l l  ST3 24. 3 1 228 54 .47604 
. . 
Table ( 1 ) Names and geographiC  posIt IOns o f the studied s ites 
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Water amples' co l lections \\ ere carried out monthly at day time for 1 2  months ( January 
2004- January 20W). The samples have been co l lected at surface level, five and ten meters depths In 
each stat ion dUrIng the study penod. For sediments, samples were col lected twice a year (September 
2004 and January 2005) in four stations; omlsh, l usafah, Fish Ki l l  Station 1 and Station 3 .  In the 
other stations, \\ hich are �larawah, j Iubaraz and Dalma sediment samples were col lected only in 
eptcmber 2004 
a mpling Proced ure 
big motor boat \\ as us d for sampling. During each sampling trip ,  the boat was loaded with the 
fo l1o\\ mg equipment. t each site, \vater samples were col lected at depths of surface, Sm and 1 0m 
and poured into an appropriately labeled sampl ing bott le. The three depths were chosen to be studied 
to check if there is  any di fference in the layer's contents of chemical parameters. The time of  
co l lect ion for each sample was recorded in the survey sheet. For the  col lection of qual i tative and 
quant ltau\ e phy 10plankton samples phytop lankton net ( 1  O�m) was dragged only in the sea surface 
of  the site. The co l lected phytoplankton cel l s  were mixed and poured into two dark, labeled bottles. 
A few drops o f Lugol 's solution were added immediately to one of  the dark bott les for taxonomic 
purposes, \\ hIle the other \ as used for the examination of l iving cel ls .  
Sediment samples were co l lected by a Grab sampler. The sediment samples obtained from each 
station \\ ere then conserved in a p lastic bag and kept in the ice box for further laboratory analysis .  
Analysi 
The col l ected water samples were analyzed fol lowing for the parameters : nitrite, ni trate, 
phosphate, s i l icate and ammonia. Al l  chemical analyses of the water samples were carried out at the 
laboratories of the Environmental Agency of Abu Dhabi .  according to EPA standard methods for 
chemical analysis for sea water and wastes ( EPA, 1 983 ) .  
1 .  Che mical Analysis for water samples 
Water samples were analyzed for the fol lowing nutrients which are ni trate, nitri te, phosphate, 
s i l icate and ammonia using the automated San ++ Segmented Flow Analyzer (Skalar). 
1 . 1  Nitrite 
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The automated delenn lnatlOn for the nitn te was based on the fol Io ing reaction : 
the diazonium compounds fonned by diazotizing of  sul fani lamide by ni trite in water under acid 
condI t ions are coupled \\ ith a-naphthylehylenediamine dihydrochloride to produce a reddish-purple 
color wh ich I S  measured at  -40 nm. 
1.2 Nitrite + i trate 
The automated determination for the ni trite and ni trate was based on the cadmium reduction 
method . The sample \\ as passed through a column containing granulated copper-cadmium to reduce 
ni trate to I1 1 tnte .  The ni trite (original ly pr sent plus reduced ni trate) was determined by diazotizing of 
su l fani lamide and coupl ing with a-naphthylehylenediamine dihydroch loride to form a h igh ly  colored 
azo dy e \'. hich is measured at -40 mn. 
1.3 P h o sphate 
The automated procedure for the deteml ination of phosphate was based on the fol lowing 
react ion: Ammonium molybdate and potassium antimony tartrate react in  an acidic medium with 
di  luted solutions of  phosphate to fonn an ant imony-phospho-molybdate complex . This complex was 
reduced to an inten ely b lue-colored complex by ascorbic acid .  The complex is measured at 880 nm . 
104 A m mo n ia 
The deteml ination of  ammonia by SKALAR procedure is based on the modified Berthelot 
reactIOn.  Ammonia is  chlOlinated to monochloramine which reacts with pheno l .  After oxidation and 
oxidative couple a green co lored complex is fomled . The reaction is catalysed by n itroprusside; 
sodium hypochlorite is used for chlorine donation.  The absorption of  the formed complex i s  measured 
at 630 nm . 
1.5 S i l icate 
S i l icate was determined by the automated procedure on the fol lowing reaction; the sample is  
acid ified and mixed with an ammonium molybdate solution formi ng molybdos i l icic acid. This acid  
is  reduced with ascorbIC  acid  to  a b lue dye, which is  measured a t  8 1 0  nm. Oxalic acid  i s  added to 
avoid phosphate interference. 
1 .6 C h l oroph y l l  a 
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It ha been measured according to the KALAR �lethod no 24050 1 ue _20 -03 KB 10_00 
Principl 
hlorophy 11 a is measured b) th F luo-Imager that IS developed for the U1-vivo measurement 
of photo yll thCt lC pigments. The usual reagent which are used for the calIbration of fluorometric 
mea uremcnt for chlorophyll after extractIOn in orgalllc solvents are purchased as 'purified 
chlorophyl l a' from chemical upply vendors such as Igrna. These standards are not solvable in 
aqueou media and. e\'en I f they \\ ere. their fluorescence IS unlikely the same as when the chlorophyl l 
\\ as prest:nt in \\ hole 11\ ing cel l . The fluorescence efficiency for chlorophyl l in  \\ hole l iv ing cel l s  IS 
total l) di fTer nt a compared to extracted chlorophyl l .  
The cahbrat lon tandard that pro\ ides the best measure of  accuracy for ill vivo measurement 
by the \1328 Fluo- Imager I the use ora port Ion of  the phytoplankton suspension for analyzing by the 
extraCl 1 \  e procedure. 
It IS  a two step cal ibrat ion :  
• e\ eral amples \\ er col l ected from the studied area. 
• The III vivo f luorescence readings are recorded . 
• From the ame samples the concentrat Ion of  pigments are assigned by standard methods 
( spectrophotometnc. HPLC, F luorometnc) .  
• The concentration data are mserted into the software Calibration Option for the ill vivo 
measure:nents (post -ca l ibrat IOn) 
Here \\ e descnbe a method for chloroph, I l  a using the F luo-Imager for 111 VIVO measurements. 
In Vivo M ea u re me n t  
The sample was spl i t  into two parts .  One  part was used for direct measurement using the 
Y132B.Creating a ne\\ fi le  for the sample was the next step. Measuring the p Igments came after 
using all three fi l ters. There has been d ifferent fluorescent a.u. for the pigments. For Chi-a, i t  has 
been measured the value X a-u . ,  the other part has been used for extract ion analysis .  
Extract i o n  
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oncenrrattng the sample by centrifugation or fi l tration was the first step of  the extraction 
process. ample \\ as then added in a tissue gnnder. Then i t  was covered with 2 to 3 ml 90�0 aqueous 
acetone. The samp le was macerated at 500 rpm for 1 min .  and then transferred to a centrifuge tube 
with scre\\ cap. RlIlsing the grinder with a fe\\ ml 90° ° aqueous acetone was the next step with the 
addition of the solution to the centri fuge tube. A volume of 1 0  ml with 90% aqueous acetone has 
been adjusted. ample has been stepped for 2 h at .f°C in the dark. After stepping the sample i t  was 
c lari fied by fi l terIng or by centn fuging in a c losed tube at 500 g for 20 min. Clarified extract was 
decanted I II a c lean cal ibrated screw cap centri fuge tube and adj usted the volume to 20 m1. 
Ca l c u l ation of the cOI1\'er  ion factor 
1 .  A di lution series of  pur e  chl-a (S igma) have been prepared e .g. 1 , 5 20 and 50 ug chl-a in  90% 
acetone. 
Each di lut ion has been measured in the M32B using only Fi l ter 1 .  A l inear resul t  should be 
obtain d .  
3. Con\'ersion factor has been derived as fol lows : 
:\Ieasu re ment o f  t h e  extract 
[Chi-a] 
F«(l= -------­Fluorescence reading 
The extract has been measured in the M32B, using only Fi l ter 1 .  Chlorophyl l-a has been 
obtained as a value of Y a .u .  The fluorescence reading has been converted to concentrat ion by 
mult ip ly  ing the reading by Fa. The formula Fa x Y a .u= Z ug chi-a. For making a correction for the 
concentration of ch I -a, i t  must be taken into account the amount of fi ltered sample and how much the 
extract \\ as concentrated as compared with the sample .  
Exa mple: for taking 200 m l  sample for fi l tration, and introducing of  mul tipl ication factor of  5 in the 
formula .  When this amount is extracted in  a volume of 20 ml 90% acetone, i t  means i t  is 
concentrated 1 0  t imes. In the formu la, a division factor of 1 0  needs to be introduced. 
The final formula :  
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[Chi-a] = Fa x reading extract x 5 
1 0  
The real concentration o f  the sample in A ug I 
Cal ibrate the \1328 a fo l lo\\ s :  
First, open the fi Ie of  the in v i  \'0 measurement of  the  sample 
, ext,  open the Cal ibrat ion Option 
Final ly , fi l l  in the alibration table the calculated value: 
Intensi ty · X 
Concentrat ion : A 
Uni t :  ug I or ppb 
I f  composition of phytop lankton at the sampl ing site has been quite stable in  time, this value 
could be used in the cal ibration option. In every measurement done the concentration in  ug/l would 
be e-.,,:pressed in the results windo\\ . "Vhen the composition has changed (a change in the ration 
between the di fferent pigments are an indication), or has been analyzed a sample from another site, 
then it should recal ibrated. 
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II .  B io logical  para meter 
a mpl ing fo r cy t iden t i fi c a t i on 
I n  each statIon, sediment sample has been col lected for cyst ident ification besides 
phytoplankton ident ificat ion.  During the 'V ho le year phytoplankton samples have been col lecting by 
using the ph}10plankton net for month ly  recording of the phytoplankton l iving cel l species. Sediment 
samples were only col lected hvice a year at four stations (summer and winter) and once a year for 3 
other stat ions ('V inter onl}) .  The fo l lowing processes have been undertaken in  the laboratory. 
1. Identi fi c a t ion of phytoplankton a n d  i ts den i t ies 
The process of  identi fication and counting of  phytoplankton cel ls have been carried out using 
the in\ erted microscope teclmique. The identi fied species in  each sample have been taxonomical ly  
ranked according to  Carmelo ( 1 997) .  Ce l l  counts to  evaluate phytoplankton densities in  each sample  
has been carried ou t  by  a tripl icate count of  1 ml using Sedgweck Rafter counting chamber. The 
counted cel ls  were then refelTed to their ori ginal volume fol lowing the equation: 
Density equation per l i ter = Cells no in  1 ml x 1 000 
2.  Cys ts '  i o l a t io n  and iden t i ficat ion 
Cyst I Isolation and identi fication is not an easy task. It i s  always recommended to prepare an 
enriched phytoplankton culture medium to grow the isolated cysts. Especial ly when it is wel l  known 
that cysts taxonomy is al\vays uncertain. It is then preferable to isolate cysts, photograph them and 
whereby SImi lar cysts can be cu ltured accordingly. 
The executed cysts would result in  l i ving phytoplankton cel ls  that are easier to be identified. That 
would make the cyst taxonomy almost correct .  In that concern the process of  cyst isolat ion and 
identification in the laboratory has been subjected to various steps which could be considered as a 
chemicallbio logical procedure. In order to simpl ify such procedure, the fol lowing caption would 
expla in the methodology of  preparing the enriched phytoplankton culture medium. 
2 . 1 .  \V C med i u m  
2 . 1 . 1 .  \V.c. M ed i u m  c o mpo n e n ts preparation 
Prin c iple 
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ready. 1 ml of  each stock solution has been added to the \J C medium except the H3B03 stock of 
\\ hich 0 .6 ml ha\ e been added only. 
B. T race m t a l  
Trace metals stocks lla\ e t\\ 0 stocks the primary and secondary. The primary stock has been 
dOlle fi r t and fo l 1o\\ ed by th secondary has done. After that the addition of 1 ml of the primary 
tock has been added to the secondary stock and made to 1 l itre. A trace metals stock has been 
\\ orkcd a 1'0 1 10\\ ; 
1. P ri m a ry tock 
I C lISO.!. - H2O 980 mg.· 1 00 ml dist. Water 
ZI1S0-1 . 7 H2O 2.2 gd OO ml  dist. Water 
CoC 1 2. 6H 20 l . 0  g 1 00 ml dist . Water 
�lnCl2 .+ H 2 O  1 8.0  gil 00 ml  dist. Water 
Na2 l\ 1 00-1 . 2 H 2 O  630 mg!! 00 ml dist. Water 
L 
.\ [cEllOd 
Chemicals of  primary stock ( 5  chemicals) have been prepared by weighing the chemicals one 
by one each in di fferent weighing plates. Dist i l led water of 1 00 ml has been added to each chemical 
depending on the quantity and each bott le has labeled. 
2. S econ d a ry 
Method 
The \\ e Ight o f  5 . 0  g of  ( Fe aEDTA) chemical has been dissolved in  about 900 m l  disti l led 
\\ ater. From the five pri mary stock solutions, 1 m l  of  each has been added to the secondary stock 
and has been brought it  to 1 l i ter. The sucking pipette should be changed when dipped in  each 
pri mary stock at a t ime 
Fernc sequestrene ( Fe aEDTA) 5.0 g 
DIst I l led water 900 ml 
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3 .  T r i  toek o l u t io n  
Tri s  i s  a ( Hydroxymeth) Ie . ml J10 methane} .  Trisma could be used instead of Tris 
(Hyuroxyl1lcthyle Amin o  methane) 
Tri ma 
Dist i l led \\ ater 500 ml  
Method 
I n  ,1 -00 111 1 f d l t i l led \\ ater a weIght o f 2 5  g of trisma has been added. From trisma water 
solution 5 Ill i has b en added to we medium.  Note that in the case of using tri s stock the fol lowing 
chemical shou ld be used: 
Hydroxy11lethyle ;-\mino methane I 50 g 
DIst i l led water 200 m l  
In .1 200 111 1 of  d isti l l ed water a weight o f  50 g of  HydroxY111ethyie Ami no methane has been 
added. From Tri s water solution 1 ml has been added to We. N ote that the addi t ion of 20-30 ml of  
HCL to  d i ssoh e Tris at first ( pH must be  7 . 1 -7 . 3 ) should be  done as a in  between step and after, 
should be bnng to 200 m l .  
.t.  S o i l  Extract  prepa rat i on 
P r inciple 
The soi l extract solut ion has been prepared to add i t  in the we medium for cyst growth. 
Jfethod 
Using a non contaminated soi l  from Garden - rich of nutrient- l Kg of weight  that has been 
added to 1 l i tre d is t i l led water. Covering the conical flask with cotton and aluminum foi l  for 
autoc lave has been done as a second step . 
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ed iment after autoc la\ e has been sett led. The solution result ing above the settled sediment 
has bL:en co l l ected and transferred to a beaker .F I l tenng the soI l  extractIOn with a normal fi l ter paper 
( DWmekr 1 - .0 C lll . porosity \lcdlUm and Flo\\ Rate' slow) has been taken as a step to separate the 
big p.1l1 icks from the o lution. The econd stage mvo lved takmg the fi l tered soi l  extract and fi ltering 
It agal J1 \\ i th t in,  hole fi lter paper (G la s Fiber Papers ct:> -+7mm ) this has been numbered as flask 1 .  
The li l trat ion re ul t  d amount from cOl1 lcal flask 1 has been fi l tered agam and poured in conical 
Ila k 2 and thl tep ha contl llued to be fi ltered and poured I II cOl1 lcal flask 3. In that stage i t  has 
been the higher le\ cl of  fi l trat ion. The final fi l tered extraction has been put in a conical flask and has 
bcen stored In fndge. The quant i ty for oi l  extraction for each l itre of we medium is  1 0  m l .  Note 
The \\ mcd lum ha been stored 1 11 b lack bottl e  after the addIt ion of  stocks. 
5. \ ita  m in 
\ /elflOd 
In 1 0 111 1 o f d i  td led \\ ater has been added 1 0  m g  of 8 1 2 .  Form this stock that cal led the 
\ itamin ha been taken 0 5 ml and had added it to we medium. V itamins have been stored in the 
frCC7er. 
8 1 2  (cyanocobalamin )  
Dist l i led \\ ater 
I 
1 0  mg 
10  ml  
:\ ote \ I tamins o lut ion has been a\\\ ays stored i n  the  fri dge wi th  low temperature to  prevent bacteria 
grO\\ th o  
When the stock solutions and standards have been prepared, the t ime of the preparation  of 
C y st sample should take p lace. 
3. Lab preparation for cy t i o l a tion 
3. 1 .  I o l a tion pipette preparation 
JIClhod 
The pasture pIpettes ha\ e been heated by flame unt i l  it got the aimed shape . Note plenty of  
pasture pipettes ha\ e been heated and kept i n  a beaker ready to use. 
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3 . 2 . I o l a t i o n  o f  c� 
Pnnclp le  
The solutIon that contains cysts has been prepared 111 the laboratory. The cysts have been 
iUellt i  ficd a licr bCl l1g i "olated as thc la t tep of  the proj ect 
\ f('lhod 
Thc SCU l lllCl1t ample from fndge has been taken and has been left out unti l i t  reached room 
tcmpcrature ca \\ ;.ltcr h.1 been prepared by u ing fi ltered paper of (0-l5 urn ) and then autoclaved as 
a sccond "tagc. The ed lment ample that was at room temperature has been mixed with the sea 
\\ atcr anu brought it to an cmuls lon stage. 
Thc emul  ion ' s  edl lll nt has been poured through out di fferent s ieve plates vert Ica l ly t i l l  i t  
rcached thc la"t p late that \\ here e:\pecteu the cyst in .  
Th o lut ion that ha been col lected In the last s ie\  ing process has been poured in  a 
� l i ndrical tla k. The o l ut lOn has been settled do\\ n Its euiment \\ h ich has an access of sea water 
abo\ e m.1 l l  pIC e of net has been attached to the pip tte \\ hich has been also connected to a pump 
to suck the acccss of  the sea \\ ater above the sediment.  When the sucking process has been reached 
abo\ e the edl ll1ent layer about 30-50 m l  of water stops the sucking. �ote the net has to be changed 
for each ample  .-\ 1 0 the p ipette ha to be c leaned by suck1 l1g dist I l led \\ ater after each t ime.  
In  a dark. lab led bott l e  the quant i ty o f  solut ion in the last plate after the sucking process has 
been done. The content has been eparated i nto two small  bottles. 
Lugul olut ion has been added to one label bott le \\ i th lugo led sample. The other bott le has 
been labeled \\ ! th a l 1 \  e cysts for the growl I1g process 
3.3. C h e c king and c� t' c u lt u re 
Pnncip le  
Checkl llg method I S  a method that a l lows figure quant i ty and qual i ty  of  the cyst in  a sample .  
For 0\ C[\ i e\\ check from the sample that was previously fixed by Lugol 's so lut ion in .  The growing 




he \\ h Ie \\ ork has b en don under the Im erted mIcroscope. For more specI fication it would be 
bdtcr to Image the indi\ Idual that has sho\\ n to be a c, st as a reference. In a Petn dish some drops 
from the sample  ha been added. Fi l tered sea \v ater has been added on the sample for c lari fyi.ng the 
-edimcnt . 
The image ha been taken by a digital camera attached to the 1 l1verted microscope in order to 
create a reference. The cel l  \\ e l l s  ha\ e been prepared \\ ! th the growing medium by adding the we 
medium to FI l tered -ea \\ ater 1 .  - I II concentrat Ion.  From the we medium solutIon 1 ml has been 
added in e,lch cell \\ e l l  and has labeled the whole  piece (contain 24 wel ls )  with the sample number. 
For cul turing method. a 1 1 \  e ampl ha been used for growing. orne drops have been added in a 
Petri di -h \\ i th fi l tered ea \\ ater to c lari fy the sample .  nder the inverted microscope the cysts have 
been figured and imaged by the digi ta l  camera attached to the microscope. 
The cy t has been picked b, the prepared pasture pipette (the way of  attaching the pasture 
pipette to the plast Ic Ud. 1 11g tube i shown in  the) and transferred i t  by blowing i t  into a glass with 
depre ion that has ome drops of fi l tered sea water on i t .  The cyst again has picked alone from the 
gla hue has been put in the cell \\ e l l  \\- i th a reference of its p lace. The cel l  wel l s  that ha e contained 
cysts hav e been 1 11cubated 1 11 a 1 2 :  1 2h's L ight :  Dark incubator with temperature of 1 8-20 0c. The 
amples ha\ e been left for about - 1 0  days for execution of the cysts i nto a phytoplankton. The 
amples ha\ e been checked under the 1 11verted microscope and figure what type of phytoplankton has 
it has .  
Each station ha I ts  0\\ n fi le  wi th  a recorded o f  species that have appeared and have been 
ident ified thereafter the growth of the isolation and culturing processes. 





Li tera t u re Review 
During the last fe\\ years, H ann ful Igal Bloom ( HAB) occurrences have been recorded in  the 
.coa tal areas of the RegIonal Organization for the Protection of Marine Environment (ROPME )  countries in 
the Gul f reglOn (e .g. Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Bahrain and United Arab Emirates). The phenomenon was 
a soclated \\ ith massive fi h ki l l .  ince this phenomenon was new to the region, many countries have 
started to InvestIgate the reasons behind i t .  In Kuwait during September-October 1 999 Kuwait Bay has been 
uscept ible to 2 1  potent ia l ly  Hann ful 19a1 spec ies exist ing at that period. I t  causes massive mortal ity of 
'"'bout 1 50 ton of cu lture of sea bream and 30 tons of wi ld mul lets (AI -Yamani , 2000). In Oman in late 
August 2000 l arge numbers of  fish began dying in droves off of  the northern coast of  the country which 
faces the Gu l f ( H erring D.,  2002) .  In Bahrain the harnlfu l  algal b loom appears at desal ination stat ions 
because of  the discharge of  macronutrients that causes the blooms ( Loizides, 2000) .  Outbreaks of fish 
mortal i t ie and the OCCUlT nce of phytop lankton blooms in  the Gulf region represent the most viable 
examples of  the growing threat o f this phenomenon to the UAE's coastal resources, economy and public 
health. 
Even though a number of studies were carried in  most Arabian Gulf countries, there is  l i t t le  or no 
infonnation or documented studies in the UAE. The main reason for choosing this research was to estab l ish 
a ne\\ study having a data base about the phytoplankton species that can appear in the coastal area o f UAE, 
espeCIal l y  the emirate of  Abu Dhabi .  The Environmental Agency i s  working on this proj ect at the same t ime 
the subject of  this thesis had been chosen. This subject i s  the cyst identification of  the same stat ions that the 
phytoplanktons were col lec ted to estab l ish a complete data base. I t  i s  not the first t ime that some one has 
proposed to do such study however no complete proposal had been submitted forward by other researchers 
unt I l  2004-2005,  when this proposal has been submitted. 
The Abu Dhabi coast has faced many harnlful algal b looming phenomenons in  certain areas, in most 
of the cases, these occurrences were not recorded and even when they were recorded, this was not for 
scienti fic reasons .  The reason being, that some of the Abu Dhabi coasts are privately  owned, where the 
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.\\ ners could not report the case to be checked out and it may also be due to having no information about 
he phenomenon and \\ hat hann ful effect may happen. One of the cases which was recorded during the 
tudy and \\ as kno\\ n a fter the Investigation by the Environmental Agency is the Channel beside M usafah 
\.rea which IS cal led in this study the Fish Ki l l  stations. It was a crit ical station that the blooming was real ly  
I s ib le  and colored the \\ ater with brownish color. The dead fish were flooded floated on the channel sides 
nd buoy on the surface .  The \ iew was so amazing that a fl ight of birds were eating the ki l led fish. 
Another Important reason to cany out such study is to develop an understanding of the nature of the 
1')eC l es that cause these b looms and how physical and biological processes interact to promote bloom 
le\ elopm Ill .  That \\ ill contribute towards the ul t imate goal of preventing, managing, contro l l ing and 
nit igating the impacts of phytop lankton blooms in the Emirate of Abu Dhab i .  
I n  marine environment phytoplankton are primary producers and thus they form a vital source of 
'nergy. They are the basis  of the marine ecosystem food-web and both the secondary (zoop lankton) as  wel l  
l S  the tertiary (Shel l  fish and fin fish) producers depend on phytop lankton direct ly or  indirect ly for food. 
[he occunence of phytoplankton blooms in the Arabian Gulf  region has shown an increasing trend during 
he past few decades. In that concern, the development of an operat ional H AB forecasting system to predict 
he occunence and track the progression of blooms is a requisite for mit igation and future control o f H AB 
�ffects. O\\" ing to the grO\\ ing importance of phytoplankton blooms, this i nvestigation has been init iated, 
vith the hope of forming a basel ine for further ad anced research on the phytoplankton avai lable in this area 
ne luding bloom-fom1ing spec ies, factors inducing blooms and subsequent effects on the environment, 
�conomy and publ ic health of the Emirate of Abu Dhab i .  
As  i t  is we l l  known, phytoplankton is unicellu lar p lanktonic plants that support large oceanic 
IBTI lmals, with a wide recognit ion that that phytoplankton was the primary producers supporting impressive 
')ceanic food webs (Wi l l iams and Others, 2002) .  Many marine phytoplankton species produce dormant cysts 
or resting spores during their l i fe t ime. Alternation between a dormant, benthic stages and motile, vegetative 
�x istence is a complex process that must be considered in  the effort to understand and manage blooms of 
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.lml ful a lgal  species .  yst gemlinat lOn provides an  inoculum for many blooms, and cyst formation can 
Ibsequently remo\ e substantial numbers of cel l s  in later stages. Such ce l l s  have other important eco logical 
l Ies with respect to spec ies dispersal ,  surv ival through adverse condit ions and genetic recombination when 
�.\ uality is invoh ed In their fOmlation (Wal l ,  1 97 1 )  
Matsuoka et aI ,  ( 1 9 9a) reported that more than 8 1  marine and 20 freshwater species o f  modem 
inoOage l lates are known to produce cysts. Less than a dozen of these species have been known to cause 
!d tides or toxic ep isodes (Table 1 ) . Some cysts are simi lar to their moti l e  fOml, but many are completely 
is  imi lar. The Important features used in ident i fication of cysts are the shape of the cyst body and 
maments. \\ a l l  structure and color, and the type of archeopyle (excystment opening) through which the 
enmnated ce l l  emerges . The archeopyle is  a very usefu l  cri terion for c lassi fication to the fami ly  and genus 
!\ e ls .  It I S  not vis Ib le, however before excystment, so it is  not possib le to use this characterist ic for 
lent I ficanon of l i v ing cysts. Furthermore, in  comparison with the morphology of moti le cel ls ,  cysts are 
sual ly  relat ively simple, most ly spherical in shape. As a result ,  ident ification of cysts based on a single 
lorphological character is not always rel iab le, and other characteri st ics  such as morphology of  ornaments, 
'al l stmcture, color and paratabulation must be examined. 
able  ( 1 ) . Examples of reported tox ic or hannful  spec ies that produce resting cysts 
;\ l a r i n e  s pecies 
D inophyceae 
CochlodiJ/ l lll1l sp. 
CochlodiJl l lllll sp 
Grl7lnodilll lllll Cafenaflll7l 
A lexandrlllJ71 calellella 
A.  cohorticllla 
A .  1Jl l l /  lIlUI1l 
A . monilatunl 
A .  oSlenfeldl i 
.rI . tamareJlse(=.rI . excavatum) 




Fukuyo ( 1 982) 
Matsuoka ( 1 985 , 1 987) 
Anderson et al. ( 1 988) ;  Matsuoka 
Yoshimatsu ( 1 98 1 )  
Fukuyo et al.( 1 99 1 0) 
Bolch et al ( 1 99 1 )  
Walker and Steidinger ( 1 979) 
Bolch et al ( 1 99 1 )  
Dale ( 1 977) ;  Anderson and Wal l ( 1 978) 





Imai and Itoh ( 1 988)  
Imai and Itoh ( 1 988)  
Imai  and Itakura ( 1 99 1 )  
I t  has been found that, most toxic or harmful species reproduce by asexual b inary division. Under 
ertain condit ions, ho\\ ever, exual reproduction is induced, involving a series of developmental events that 
roduce morphological ly and physiological ly dist inct cel l types called gametes zygotes and hypnozygotes 
-e\'i e\\,ed in Pfiester and nJerson, 1 987 ) .  The telID cyst ' is used to describe a non-moti le cel l  that lacks 
age l la and an abJ l i ty to S\V lm .  Dinoflagel lates form two di fferent types of cysts I -temporary cysts and 2-
:!st ing cysts ( figure 1 ) . Here, the tem1 'cyst ' refers to ' resting cyst ' or hypnozygote. The terms 
sem1inat ion' and ' excystment ' are used synonymously, as are 'cyst formation ' and 'excystment ' .  
'e m p o ra ry c y  t 
Thi non-moti le cell is fom1ed when moti le, vegetative cells are exposed to unfavorable  condit ions 
Llch as mechanical shock or a sudden change of temperature or sal i nity. They are typical ly round or oval­
haped protoplasts l iberated by thecal mpture (ecdysis) .  Init ial ly, cel l  contents are the same as those of  
egetat ive cel ls ,  but through time starch grains become apparent and p igments break down and change their 
e l lu lar distribution ( Anderson, 1 980). Temporary cysts are frequent ly  observed in  laboratory cultures, 
specia l ly in stationary growth phase. They are occasional ly  observed in natural p lankton samples, although 
is ahvays d ifficu l t  to ascertain whether the cysts were present natural l y, or were formed by the stress of 
1e sampl ing process. When conditions again become favorable, temporary cysts quickly re-estab l ish a 
egetarive, mot i le existence. The dormancy interval thus al lows them to withstand short-term environmental 
luctuations. A l l  planktonic species can have a temporary cyst stage, and for most this stage is unrelated to 
1e reproductive process. However, some species such as A lexandrium hiranoi and Peridinium 
'lllllquecorne use this stage for asexual reproduction ( i .e .  they can complete asexual cel l division only 
ough the formation of  temporary cysts) . 
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Figure ( 1 )  l i fe cycle of dinoflagel lates 
This thick-wal led, highly resistant stage is occasional ly formed in cu ltures and routinely occurs in 
natural p lankton populations, often towards the end of a bloom ( Lewis  et ai., 1 979; Anderson et a!. , 1 983) .  
est ing cyst fOlmation ( figure 1 )  begins wi th the sexual fusion of  gametes, which produce a swimming 
zygote (p lanozygote) that remains in the plankton for several days before fai l ing to the sediment as a non 
mot i le  cyst ( termed a hypnozygote) .  Under favorable conditions, some cysts can remain viable in  sediments 
for five to ten years, sometimes even longer. 
D o r m a n cy v. q u iescence 
I t  i s  important to use dormancy terminology with care. The l i terature on seeds of  h igher p lants 
defines 'dormancy' as the suspension of growth by active endogenous inhibit ion, and ' quiescence'  as the 
suspension of growth by unfavorable environmental (e.g. exogenous) conditions. Thus dormant cysts cannot 
germinate, even under optimal environmental conditions, while quiescent cyst are competent to germinate, 
but are inhibited from doing so by some environmental factors. Most cysts must proceed though a 
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andatory resting period ( last Ing \\eeks to months, depending on species) before they are capable of 
oernl ination. This interval is general ly considered a t ime for physiological 'maturation ' (Pfiester and 
nderson. 1 9  7 )  and may vary from 1 2  hours to six months ( Pfiester. 1 977 ;  Anderson, 1 980) and for a 
ingle species, can vary with the storage temperature as wel l .  Recent studies, however, suggest that some 
pecl es such as GYllllIOdilllUIII calellalwJI and Pyrodinium bahamellse may not require this maturation period 
Blackburn el al. .  1 9  9) .  Once a cyst is mature and the dormancy interval is over, the resting state wi l l  
ont l l1ue i f  external condit ions are unfavorable for growth. Thus a quiescent cyst cannot germinate unt i l  an 
appl ied external constrai nt ( such as cold temperature) is removed.  A further compl ication arises in species 
hat can alternate between dornlancy and quiescence through time, due to an endogenous annual ' clock ' 
\ hich restricts genninatlon to a particular time of  the year ( Anderson and Keafer, 1 987) .  
actors con t ro l l i n g  q u iescen ce 
Unt i l  now the spec ific factors that in i t iate germination of mature cysts are not known for al l  species. 
he pri mary stimu lus for excystment of  temperate species is  general ly accepted to be a shift in  temperature 
o favorab le l evels, as occurs in seasonal warming or cool ing (Huber and ipkow, 1 922, 1 923 ;  Anderson 
and \Val l ,  1 97 ; Anderson and Morel 1 979) .  Spontaneous germination of cysts without a change in 
temperature has been noted on several occasions, however ( Von Stosch, 1 973 ;  Pfiester, 1 975 ,  1 977 ;  Binder 
nd Anderson. 1 987) .  Cysts stored at cold temperatures often remain quiescent unti l the temperature is 
increased (Huber and -:.l'ipkow, 1 922 ;  Anderson, 1 980) .  In general temperature can maintain quiescence for 
extended periods, determine the duration o f  dormancy after cyst format ion, synchronize or entrain cyst 
popUlations for more uni fornl germination, and ini t iate the excystment process (revi.ewed in Pfiester and 
Anderson, 1 987 ) .  Temperature is thus very important in the dynamics of dormancy quiescence and 
geml inat ion, although much of the research to date has focused on temperate species. Species from tropical 
waters where temperature fluctuat ions are less dramatic  might not be as rel iant on temperature cues, but this 
awaits further research.  
The effects of  other environmental factors on dormancy and excystment are less studied. utrient 
concentrat ions and other water chemistry variables are not thought to exert signi ficant influence on 
germination in dinoflagel lates cysts. I t  was reported that large numbers of cysts often remain in the 
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sed Iments even though ambIent temperatures are suitable for excystment and cel l  division (Anderson et al. 
1 9  3 )  this is attnbuted to the bunal of many cysts beneath the oxygenated surface layer of sediments. Al l  
specIes tested so far (Anderson et aI . ,  1 987) have an absolute requirement for oxygen during germination. 
Cyst that are buried deep in the sediment can thus remain quiescent for years, their fate ei ther being 
e\ entual death if anoxia persists, or germination should they be transported to the sediment surface or 
overlying water where oxygen is avai lable. Some species must be exposed to l ight for either brief (Binder 
and Anderson, 1 9  6) or prolonged I lltervals ( Anderson et al. ,  1 987)  before excystment is possible, but many 
\Vi i i  gem1inate in  darkness. Light can accelerate the time for gem1ination for these species, but i t  i s  not an 
ab o lute requirement. 
Fie ld  t u d i es 
C y s t  d i  t r i b u t i o n s  ( ma p p i ng)  
Knowledge of  the distribution and abundance of  cysts can be very useful in  ecological and 
mOl1J tori ng studies. H istorical ly, such studies have been used to define the geographic range or bloom 
dynamics of a particular ham1ful species (e .g .  Anderson et a I . ,  1 982a,b; Imai et ai. 1 99 1 ), to identify 
potent ia l  ' seedbeds ' for b loom init iation (Tyler et al .  1 982)  or si tes for monitoring ( Anderson et aI . ,  1 982b) 
or to study the di spersal of  an organism from one region to another (e .g .  Anderson et aI . ,  1 982b; Imai et aI . ,  
1 99 1 ;  Tyler e t  aL 1 982 ) .  In some cases it is useful to  assess only the presence or absence of  a species in a 
sample,  whereas in other si tuations. a quantitative estimate o f  the abundance of  that species is  needed. 
C learly, the methods used for these two di fferent determinations wi l l  di ffer. There is probably l imited need 
for quantitat iye cyst surveys in the init ial phases of most proj ects. Time and effort would be better directed 
towards large-scale surveys on a presence vs. absence basis rather than quantitative studies over a 
necessari ly  much smal ler area. Once the basel ine surveys are establ i shed, i t  might then be appropriate to 
monitor cyst population dynamics using quantitative methods. 
S a m p l e  col lect ion 
S ite Select ion 
Cysts, as non-mot i le  cel ls ,  wi l l  sett le from the water column and accumulate in  areas where l ighter 
sedimentary materials such as s i l t  and c lay predominate. H igh energy environments are characterized by 
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:oarse, sandy substrates, \\ hlch general I have low cyst abundance due to the winnowing away of  finer 
matenals. The best sites [or cyst col lection are thus those where the sediment is muddy rather than sandy. 
·"ediment maps that indicate si l t  and c lay areas can be used to identi fy good col lection sites, or bathymetric 
maps can be used to identi fy basins or other depressions where finer materials can accumulate. Protected 
1arbors and embayments are more l ikely to accumulate cysts than open coastal areas with wave and wind 
:!xposure. It IS Imp0l1ant also to avoid areas exposed to the air at low tide. Living cysts can sti l l  be found in  









RE U LT 
1- Phy ical a nd Chem ica l Pa ra meters 
1- Tem pera t u re 
The mea ured water temperatures at the different stations varied between stations as wel l as 
between the different depths at the same stations. In the summer months, the highest water 
temperature was recorded in September at the surface water layer of the Dalma station (32.9 °C) and 
extended until 1 0  m depth (Fig 5) .  Similarly, but with sl ightly less value (32 .8  °C), were recorded at 
the surface layers of the other stations such as Cornish in August and M usafah in July (Figs' 1 , 2 ). 
Lower val ues of surface water temperatures were recorded at stations; Marawah ( 3 1 .  7 °C) in 
September (Fig. 3 )  and Mubaraz (32 . 6 °C) in October (Fig.4). With exception to the homogenous 
water col umn temperature recorded at (0- 1 Om) Dalma station and coupled with the interesting 
increase of water temperature at 5m as wel l  as at 1 0m depths compared to surface water in M usafa 
station (33 . 1 °C), the water temperature was decreased in the other stations with depth. 
In winter season J anuary was the coolest month of the year 2004-2005 .The water col umns in 
the different studied stations was almost homogenous with decimal fractions of a thermometer scale 
benveen surface and 1 0  m depths (Figs 1 -5 '). The temperature was varied between 22. 8°C to 23 .3°C 
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Figure ( 1 )  Temperature records in Cornish station at the three different depths during the 
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FIgure (2) Temperature records in Musafah station at the three different depths during the 
study period (2004-2005) 
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Figure (3)  Temperature records in Marawah station at the three different depths during the 
study period (2004-2005)  
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Figure (4) Temperature records in  M ubaraz station at the three different depths during the 
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Figure ( 5 )  Temperature records in Dalma station at the three different depths during the study 
period ( 2004-2005) 
2- Sa l in ity 
General ly, the water sal inity measurements were lower at the surface water compared with 
the measurements taken at the 5m and 1 0 m depths of al l  the studied stations during the summer. The 
highest records of surface water salinity were found at Marawah and Musafah stations (46 .8  ppt) 
will ie the lowest a lues were found at Cornish station (38  ppt.) .  In contrast, surface water salinity was 
higher during winter season (F ig  6), where the highest average values were recorded at Musafah 
station (47. 3 ppt), and Mubaraz station (46.2 ppt . ). 
At Sm depths the water sal inity measurements sl ightly differs from the surface level .  In the 
summer season the illghest was 48.05 ppt in  Cornish station whi le the lowest was 45 .75 ppt in Dalma 
station (Fig 7). Moreover the illghest average winter season was 47. 1 2  ppt in Musafah station, while 
the lowest was 46.0 ppt in  M ubaraz station. 
At 1 0m depths the water salinity measurements were sl ightly higher compared with the 5m 
depths level .  In summer season the highest was 48 . 1 7  ppt. in Cornish station whi le the lowest was 
45 .5  ppt. in Dalma station (Fig. 8). Moreover the highest average winter season was 47. 1 7  in Musafah 
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Figure (6) Surface water salinity averages in both winter and summer seasons at the studied stations 
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Figure (8)  Water sal inity averages at 1 0  m depth in both winter and summer seasons at the studied 
stations 
3- Oxygen 
The measured dissolved oxygen concentrations at the water col umns of the five studied 
stations (Cornish, M usafah, M arawah, M ubaraz and Dalma) have shown sl ight variation between 
different stations. In general,  dissolved oxygen concentrations in both summer and winter were found 
to be around 5 mg r l with few exceptions. 
In sea surface the highest average measurement was in Cornish station (5 . 1 mg rl ) during the 
summer season. Also in winter season the same station has the highest average 5 . 8  mg rl , whi le 
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Marawah statIOn m both eason's has the lowest averages of 4 .38 mg ) " 1 and 5 .35  mg r l respecti ely 
(Fig 9) 
At 5m depths the oxygen concentration was different between the different stations except for 
Dalma StatIOn, WhlCh has the same average val ue (4 .95 ) mg r l of the surface. Furthermore it was also 
the highest a lue recorded at the different statIOns during the summer season fol lowed by 4 .8  mg r
l of 
Cornish statIOn, whi le the lowest was Marawah station 4.2 mg rl for the same season. In winter 
season Cornish station has the highest average 5 . 75 mg rl comparing to the lowest average 5 .02 mg r
l 
in  Marawah station (Fig 1 0). 
Gomg deeply to 1 0 m where the highest concentration of oxygen average in summer season was 
recorded at Musafah station with 4 .67 mg r l and the lowest was Marawah station with 3 . 82 mg r l . 
Conversely in winter season, the highest average was in Cornish station with 5 .63 mg r l whi le the 
lowest was 4 . 7  mg r











Figure (9) Dissolved oxygen concentration averages at surface water of the studied stations during 











Figure ( 1 0) Dissolved oxygen concentration averages at 5 m depth of the studied stations during 












Figure ( 1 1 )  Dissolved oxygen concentration averages at 1 0  m depth of the studied stations during 
both winter and summer seasons 
4- N ut rients 
With exception to the fish kill area, analysis of the different nutrient salts were carried out at 
arying depths (Om, Sm, and 1 0m) at the remaining four stations within the study. Where for data 
security the Abu-Dhabi Environmental Agency has only al lowed for the use of the values measured 
at the surface water during both summer and winter seasons, since they did not al low the publ ication 
of the data of this area. However, it was clear, only from the surface values, that extremely high 
nutrients' concentrations were detected in this area compared with the values recorded at the other 
studied stations, even at lower depths. 
A comparison of the nutrients (nitrite, nitrate, si l icate, ammonia and phosphate) 
concentrations in the different stations at different depths has indicated that the Cornish station can 
be considered as the station where high nutrients concentration was recorded both in summer and 
winter as wel l  as at the different depths (Fig's 1 2). Except at Sm and 1 0  m Musafah station was the 
highest in phosphate concentrations during both summer and winter (Fig 1 3 ). Both Marawah and 
Dalma stations have represented the lowest concentrations of nutrients at al l  depths in both seasons 
(Fig. 1 4, 1 6), (Table 1 ). 
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Figure ( 1 2) Average concentrations of Nutrient salts measured at the different depths during 
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Figure ( 1 3 ) Average concentrations of Nutrient salts measured at the different depths during 
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Figure ( 1 4) Average concentrations of Nutrient salts measured at the different depths during 
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Figure ( 1 5) Average concentrations of Nutrient salts measured at the different depths during 
summer and winter seasons at M ubaraz station 
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Figure ( 1 6) Average concentrations of Nutrient salts measured at the different depths during 
summer and winter seasons at Dalma station. 
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ve s or e ve s a IOns Table ( 1 ) hows the average Nutrients for different Ie I fi th fi t t 
summer Winter 
Nutrients depth C R  M S  M R MZ 0 C R  M S  MR 
Om 5.03 0 82 0 55 1 67 0. 1 8  1 . 8 0.35 0 .38 
N itrite 5m 5 . 83 0.68 0.67 1 . 35 -0 05 1 . 84 -02 0.2 
1 0m 6 33 0 58 0.53 1 4 0.08 1 .9 -0.26 0. 1 8  
Om 66. 83 1 6. 8  6.33 1 3. 3  6.7 2 1 . 53 1 8. 72 5.85 
Nitrate 5m 67. 33 4.2 3.3 3.03 2 .35 1 7 . 4 1  1 1 . 1  3.2 
1 0m 74.83 4. 1 8  3.05 3.62 1 . 78 1 6. 73 1 0. 94 3. 1 2  
Om 1 96 33 1 1 5 6  7 1 . 1 7  57 .33 48.63 52.57 1 1 0 6  1 4 . 95 
Si licate 5m 202 1 7  9 1 8 77 50.83 46. 97 55 57.78 1 4 1 7  
1 0m 2 1 6.83 95 . 4  78. 1 7  45.55 44. 83 54 56. 1 6  1 5.28 
Om 268 2 1 9 2 1 94 5  1 99 1 94.5 230. 1 4  222 83 230 33 
MZ 0 
-027 -0 4 
-0.32 -0.53 
-0.35 -0.58 
5 65 7. 07 
1 . 77 1 . 88 
1 . 97 2.03 
1 5. 83 1 7 . 1 2  
1 6 98 1 7 . 48 
1 7 .05 1 8.67 
229.83 206.5 l Ammonia 5m 261 67 1 98.6 1 87 . 33 1 8 1 . 33 1 90 205 205 22 1 . 1 7  222 33 208. 5 
1 0m 273 202 1 83. 1 7  1 77 . 5  1 78.83 202.71  204 237.67 21 1 .67 2 1 0.33 
I Om 0.93 5 62 0.9 1 . 9 4 88 3.91 1 1  1 3  2.7 3.05 4.68 
I 
Phosphate 5m 1 . 42 4.6 0.62 0.37 1 . 57 3.54 1 4 . 48 2.07 2.88 3 
1 0m 1 . 1 5  4. 34 0 .83 0.73 4.52 3.2 1 4. 92 3.6 1 . 62 2.8 
Com pa rison between Fish Ki l l  Area a nd the H ighest Stations 
Comparing the nutrient concentrations at the surface water of the fish ki l l  area with the 
other records of the other five studied stations it was c lear that the fish k i l l  area has concentrations 
that may exceed ten folds the higher concentration recorded in the Cornish station (Fig 22) .  
StrIkingly only the ammonia concentration was lower than that recorded at the Cornish station 
(Figs 1 7, 1 8) in both summer and winter seasons. 
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Figure ( 17)  Comparison between average high nutrient concentrations detected at surface 
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Figure ( 1 9) Chlorophyl l  a concentrations measured at the surface water of the five stations 
during summer and winter seasons. 
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Figure (20) Chlorophyl l a concentrations measured at 5 m depth of the five stations during 
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Figure (2 1 )  Chlorophyl l a concentrations measured at l O  m depth of the five stations during 
summer and winter seasons. 
B- Biologica l Pa ra m ete rs 
1- Phytoplankton and cysts ' identification 
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Figure ( 1 8) Comparison between average high nutrient concentrations detected at surface 
layer of the studied stations and Fish Ki l l  area station in winter season 
5- Cb loro p h y l l  a 
Chlorophyl l  a concentrations were almost fol lowing which is similar to the nutrients' trends 
at the different studied stations, including the fish ki l l  area. Except for the fish kil l  area, where algae 
blooms were a characteristic feature along the study period, Cornish station has shown the highest 
concentrations at the different depths and in both seasons compared with the other stations (Fig I 9, 
20, 2 1 ). A very interesting observation was noticed at Cornish station, where chlorophyl l  a 
concentratIOns at lower depths, 5 m  and 1 0  m,  were higher ( 1 . 07 Ilg m -3) compared with the surface 
concentration (0. 88 Ilg m -3 ). 
The use of i sol ine maps in showing the trend of distribution of chlorophyl l  a concentrations has 
faci li tated the comparison between the different concentrations of the studied stations. In fact some 
figures (Fig 1 9, 20 and 2 1 )  indicate the distribution ofch10rophyl l  a concentrations between the 
studied stations. It shows that the dense isol ines, which indicate the diffuse of these concentrations in 
Cornish stations at 0 m and 5 m depths. In  Fig (2 1 )  at  1 0m depth, although of higher concentration at 
Cornish station the isol ines were found to be less dense. 
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As indicated in the matenals and methods' chapter the identification of both phytoplankton 
organi m and c ts had developed based on both, morphological identification as wel l  as on 
laboratory culture experiments 
As shovVll in the above table (2), the identified phytoplanktons are l isted according to their 
presence and absence In the different studied stations Musafah, Cornish, Mubaraz, Marawah and 
Dalma in both summer and winter seasons. It has been found that Musafah station has the highest 
number of species during summer and winter ( Fig 22 and 23). In the present study Diatoms was 
dominated group b density during summer and the highest number of species was in Mubaraz station 
( Fig24) v hile Dinoflagel lates were dominated during winter (Fig.25) .  Some of the phytoplankton 
species whIch can count as 1 8 . 5% of the total species appear in both summer and winter in same 
percentage but differ in their species composition, whi le only 75% of 1 8.5% appear in both seasons 
with the same composition of the phytoplankton community and they are l i sted i n  table (3) .  
Table (2) Checkl ist of the phytoplankton organisms identified in the water samples col lected from the 
five studied stations during the study period (2004-2005) 
s ipeClcs s u m m e r  W' t l D  er 
Musafah COffilsh Mbarz Mrwah Dalma Musafah Cornish Mbarz Mrwah Dalma 
Alexandrium acatenella -L � - - -.- - - - - -
Amphidinlum s{Jhenoides - - - - - + - - - + 
Actlnocyc/uS SpS - - - - - - - - + -
A ttheya decora - - - - - + - - - -
Ceratium (urca � T - + + + -.- - + + 
Ceratium fosus + + + + - + + ...- + T 
Ceratium carriense - + - - + - - - - -
Ceratium {Jenta}!OnUm - - - - - - - - - -
Ceratium biceps - - - - + - - - -
Chaetoceros affinls - - - - - - - - - -
Chaetoceros bulbosum - - - - - - - - - -
Chaetoceros castracanei + + + + - - - - -
Chaeloceros dichaeta + + - T + - - - - -
Chaetoceros ne}!lectum + + - - - - - - -
Chaetoceros sp - - - - - - - - - -
Cosinodiscus radiatus + t + + -I + t + + + 
Cosmodiscus cocinnus - + + - - - - - - -
Drno{Jhvsls caudata -.- T + + - - - - - -
Drno{Jhysis haslata T - - + - - - - - -
Dinophvsls tuberculala + - - + -r - - - - -
Dinophvsis acuminala + - - - + - - - - -
Gvmnodlnlum sp + + T + + - - - - -
Gymnodinium limilatum - - - - +-- - - - -
Gymnodinium wawrilwe - - - - + + + - --
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GymnodmlUm accummatum - - -
Gyrodmrum sp -t" + -
Gon}laula..x SP + - + 
Noell/uca sp + - -
NavIcula sp-l + 1- t 
Nal'/cu/a sp-2 t t ;-
NavIcula s{J-3 t + + 
NavIcula sp--I + + + 
Navicula sp-5 + t + 
Navicula sp-6 - - -
NlIzschw sp-l - - -
Nit::schw sp-2 - - -
NJlzschia sp-3 - - + 
Oscillalorla sp -I- + -
Protoceratlum sp - - -
ProtoperldmlUnJ sp- l - - -
ProtoperldmlUm leonis - - -
Protopendinium sp-2 - - -
Protoperidinium sp-3 - - -
Prorocentnlm micans - - -
Prorocentrum compressum - - -
Prorocentrum cassbicum - - -
Prorocentrum maculosum - - -
Prorocentrum denialum + + -
Pleurosifm1G sp- l + + + 
Pleurosifm/G sp-2 + + + 
Psuedomtzhia sp + + + 
Rhlzosolema Fraf(ilissima - - -
Rhlzosolenia bulbosum - - -
Rhl:osolema castracarel - - -
Rhl=osolenia dichaeta - - -
Rhlzosolenia nefdectum - - -
Rhizosolema curvata - - -
Rhlzosolema polydactyla - - -
RJlIzoso[ema seti)!era - - -
Skeletonema costatum + + -
Tha/assionema oliverana - - -
ThalasslOnema rolu/a - - -
Tha/assiothrix subtilis - - -
ThalasslOthrix /onf(issima - - -
Thalassiostra Sf) - - -
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Figure (22) quantity of ph pI  in  summer 
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Figure (23) quantity of ph pI in winter 
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Figure (24) community structure of ph pi in summer Figure (25)  Community structure of ph pi in winter 
Table (3 )  shows the phytoplankton species that appear in the five stations in summer and winter seasons 
species in 5 stations sum mer winter duplicate 
Ceratium furca ... ... ... 
Ceratium fusus ... ... ... 
Chaetoceros castracanei ... - -
Cosinodiscus radiatus ... ... ... 
Gymnodinium sp ... - -
Navicula sp 1 ... ... * 
Navicula sp2 * ... ... 
Navicula sp3 * ... ... 
Navicula sp4 ... - -
Navicula sp5 ... ... ... 
Navicula sp6 - * -
Prorocentrum micans - * -
Prorocentrum compressum - * -
Pleurosigma sp 1 ... ... ... 
Pleurosigma sp2 * * ... 
Total 1 2  1 2  9 
I n  table (4) Phytoplankton cysts identified in the sediments samples col lected from the five 
studied stations during the study period (2004-2005) .  A complete study has been done on two of the 
studied stations; they are Cornish and M usafah station. While the rest of the stations: Marawah, 
M ubaraz and Dalma stations have only been studied in the summer season. 
The highest qual ity of species at summer season was at Cornish station with 34% of total 
counted species appeared in al l  stations during both seasons. While the lowest in the same season was 
Dalrna. On the other hand the lowest qual ity at winter season was at Cornish and the highest was in 
Musafah station. In this study the only species that appears in al l station in summer season was 
Cymbella sp while it doesn' t  appear in winter season. Moreover in winter season the two studied 
stations Cornish and Musafah had three species in common and they are Diadesmus sp, Navicula and 
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Nll�. cillO spat/zulala Breb. Comparing to the phytoplankton specIes identified in the same five 
statIOns onl 34�o of the c sts specIes that have grown up appear in both seasons. 
Table (4) Checkl Ist of the phytoplankton cysts identified in the sediments samples col lected from the 
five studied stations during the study period (2004-2005) 
s ;pecles s u m mer W· mter 
Musafah Conush Mn\ab Mbarz Dalma Musafab Corrush 
Aclmanthes sn - - + - - - -
Apham::omenon sp - - - +- - - -
Ampllldln1Um sp - - - � - - -
Amphlprora sp - + - + - - -
Amphlprora robusta - - - + - - -
Amphora capensis -l- - - - - - -
Amphora sp -+ � - + + - + 
Amphora sp C. - - - - � - + 
Amphora sp D. - - - - � - -
Amphora sp E. - - - - + - -
Amphora ,anna - -l- - - -t- - � 
Amphora submanlana + - - - - - -
Amphora soectabilis Gre� - + - - - - -
Amphlprora �igantean var. sulcala - � - - - - -
Amphora lineolala (Ehr.) Kiltz - .. - - + - -
Amphora ovalis 1'. oediculus - - + - - - -
Amphora lerrorns Ehr - - - - - - -l-
Amphipleura sp. + - - - - - -
BacdlarlO naxillz(er - - � - - + -
Blddlilphia alata syn Odonlella alala - - - -l- - - -
Ceratium (usus + - - - - - -
Crallcula so. - - + - - - -
Cymbella , t + + 4- - -
Coscmodlscus - - - - - - + 
Cocconels dlsculus (Schum) CI - + - - - - -
Cocconeis nlacenlula - - + - - - -
Dlploneis bombus - + - + - - + 
Dlplonels splend/da - - - - + - -
DlOdesmus sn + - - - - + -l-
EpithemlO turf!lda - - + + - - -
Eucocconels /lexella - - + - - - -
Favella sp - - - t - - -
Grammatonhora marina - - + - - - -
Gyrosi):[ma sp. - -t- - - - - , 
Gyrosi�m bafticum sp or Pleurosw:ma sp � - - - - - -
Gyrosi):[ma accuminatum + - - - - + -
Gyrosl):[ma balticum (Ehrenberg) .,.. - - - - - -
Gvrosl):[ma (asclcola var. sulcatum + - - - - - + 
Gyrosi):[ma attenuatum (Killzing) + - - - - - -
Gyrosl):[ma an)!Ustrnm (Donkin) Cleve ,.. - - - - - -
Leptocylindrzcus dan/cus - - - + - - -
NavIcula sn -t- + + - + -l- + 
Navicula (orcinala Grev. - - - - - - ..1. 
Navicula lyra Ehr - - - - - - + 
NaVIcula /uzonensls - - + - - - -
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Navicula oblonf,!a - - "T- - - - -
Nilzsc}lIa sp - +- - + -+- T -
Nitzschia heuflerrana t - - - - - -
Nllzschta Hass.sp - � + - - - -
Nitzschia spalhulata Breb. - - - - - + ..-
Nitzc/lIa (n/stu/um - + - - - - -
Nit::schra f/exa (Schumann 1862) - - ..- - - - -
Nilzschra lanceolala l'. nlmutula - - + - - - -
N/tzsc!lIa /aeVlsslma Gnm. - +- - - - - -
Nllzschra sigma (Katz) - + - - - - -
Nitzschia tublcola or mastoR/ola .. - - - - - -
AlaSlof,!/ora aplculata Sm. - - - - - - -+-
Oestrupra sp - + - - - - -
ParaRloborotalra sp - - - + - - -
Pennate - - - .;- - - -
PII1f1ularra - - - - - -+- -
Prorocentrum - - - - - -t" -
Pleuroslgma sp - - - + - - -
PleuroslRnra altenuatum(KiitzmR) ... - - - - - -
PleurosiRnra elonRatum - - - + - - -
PleurOSIRnla striROSutn W Smith + - - - - - -
PleurosiRnla pr% ngatum (W Smith) .. - - - - - -
Plaf,!IOIrOPIS lepidoptera - + t- - - - + 
Pleuriosif,!n1G fomlOsum Sm. + + - - - - -
Simonsema sp. + - + - - - + 
Slauroncis phoemcenleron - - - - + - -
Synedra sp + - + - - - -
Synedra ulna \'. danica ... - - - - - -
Rhizoso/enia sp - + - - - - -
Rhlzosolenia Imbricate sp. - - -I.. - - - -
Tha/asslOslra "T- - - + - + -
Tropldoneis dratom or T pusilla + - - + - - -
Triceratium a/temans t- - - - + - -
Tabu/aria Jasiculata + + - - - - -
As shown in table ( 5 ), the identified phytoplankton species are l i sted according to their 
presence and absence in the special case where the Harmful Algal B loom appeared in studied station 
Fish KI l l  area in both summer and winter seasons. It has been found that Fish k i l l  area station has a 
total of 20 phytoplanktons species appearing in summer and winter seasons. In summer season 
around 1 5  species appeared which counts 75% of the total species whi le in winter was around 1 3  
phytoplanktons species that counts 65% of species appeared in that station. The dupl icated species 
that have been found counts 40% of the total 20 different kind of species appearing in both summer 
and winter seasons for the same station. It is important to notice that al l  the species are belonging to 
dinoflagel lates. 
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Table ( 5 )  Checkl ist of the phytoplankton organisms identified in the water samples col lected from 
the stud led stations of FISh Ki l l  area during the study period (2004-2005)  
Species S u m mer Winter 
Fish kill station Fish kill station 
Alexandnum ostenjeldil � t-
Alexandrium sp + + 
Amphlprora alara + -
Apham:omenon fins-aquae -t- -
Gonyaulax grmdleYI + -
Gonyaulax sp � -
Gonyaulax tamarensis + + 
Gymnodmwm sp - +-
Gyrodlmum splrale t -
Heterocapsa tnquerta - t 
Nltzschra /onglssima - + 
Noctrluca 4- -
Prorocentrum baltlcum - t-
Prorocentrum compressum - -L 
Prorocentrum micans --r + 
Proroceratium + + 
Protopendlmum mmutum 4- -
Protopertdmium sp 4- + 
Protopendmlum steinii + + 
Scrippsiella trochOidea + + 
2- Cultured cy IS colfectedJrom edrments and their growth 
As shown in  table (6), the identified cysts which grown and cultured are l isted according to 
their presence and absence in the special case where the Harmful Algal Bloom appeared in studied 
station Fish Ki l l  area in both summer and winter seasons. It has been found that Fish k i l l  area station 
has in total of 46 species appearing in cultured system in summer and winter seasons. In summer 
season around 33 species appeared which counts 72% of the total species whi le in winter around 3 5  
grown up  cysts species that counts 76% of  species appeared in that station. The dupl icated species 
that have been found counts 48% of the total 22 different kind of species appearing in both summer 
and winter seasons for the same station. 
Table (6) Checkl ist of the phytoplankton cysts identified in the sediments samples col lected from the 
studied stations of Fish Ki l l  area during the study period (2004-2005)  
Please improve the qual ity of  the tables. 
S . S W' ter ,peCles u m mer III Fish kill station Fish kill station 




Amphlprora hyperborean - � 
Amphlprora duplex -
Amplllprora phcata - T 
Amphora O\'alrs .... 
Amphora sp !- ... 
Amphora sp C + -
Amphora proboscidea � -
Amphora lerrorn Her ... -
Attheya decora - 4-
Chaeloceros ... � 
ehaetocero deciplens T 
Chaefoceros gracrle t 4-
Cosznodlscus + + 
Cye/ofella t -r 
Cymbe/la -I-
Dladesmus sp. + 
Dlplonels ovalis (H1Ise)CI. -
Gymmdinium sp + -
Gyrosigma sp - + 
fv1elosira nummulO1des - j-
Navicula sp. ... � 
Nllzschia longa. Grum + -
NitzschlO longissima form Cos ta la. + t 
Nitzschia sigma (Kat=) + 
Nitzschia sigmoidea -
Nitzschia sp. + 
Nltzschoides + + 
Plagiogramma sp. - + 
Pleuroslgnla - t 
PleurosignlO sp. - + 
PleurlSlgma formosum Sm. + -
Prorocentrum + -
Pseudomtzschia sp. - + 
Rhlzosolenia - j-
Rhlzo olema or Pseudosolema calcaraUls -
Skeletonema costaturn + + 
Skeletonema sp. + + 
Stauroncis phoemcenteron (Nllzsch.) Ehr + -
Synedra + + 
Synedra robusta Ral. sp -r + 
Thalassionema + + 
Thalassionema costalum + 
Thalassioslra sp + + 
ThalasslOslra aestivalzs + -
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Quant i ta tive a na lysi of P h yto pla n kton i n  Sta tions 
Quantltative analysIs l S  a measure of the density of species-specific phytoplankton per l i ter in 
each station that has taken part in  this tudy during one year 2004-2005 
StartIng with Cornish Station it was found that the highest density 7500 of cel l slL was in the 
month of Jul and lowest was in January that was 2000 cel lslL Fig (26). In Musafah station the month 
of May has the highest 1 0000 cel lslL of phytoplankton and was the lowest i .e . ,  5500 cel l slL and it 
was in January Fig (27). Whi le in Marawah station the highest 7000 cel l slL of phytoplankton were in 
two months May and August whi le the lowest was in January and it was 4000 cel l slL Fig (28). In the 
fourth station in Mubaraz 6000 cel l slL were the highest phytoplankton quantity during the year and it 
was in August whi le the lowest was in January and it was 2500 cel l s/L Fig (29). In  the last station 
Dalma the highest quantity of phytoplankton recorded was in July and it was 5000 cel l s/L whi le the 
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Figure (26) Density of phytoplankton cells at the different months of the studied period at 
Cornish station 
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Figure (27) Density of phytoplankton cells at the different months of the studied period at 
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Figure (29) Density of phytoplanh..'ton cells at the different months of the studied period at 
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Figure (30) Density of phytoplankton cells at the different months of the studied period at 
Dalma station. 
Presentations of the obtained environmenta l  parameters were carried out using isol ines 
technique applied on a geographic map ofthe studies areas. The maps (figure 3 1 -56) are i l l ustrating 
the distribution of the studied environmental parameters along the studied are at the different 
depths (i .e .  Om, 5m and 1 0m).  It is clear from the selected maps of the studied parameters that both 
Cornish and Musafah stations are those which have high concentration levels compared with the 




Figure (3 1 )  a map of oxygen concentration measured at the surface during (2004-2005) at the 
five stat ions. 
F igure ( 32 )  a map of oxygen concentration measured at the depth of 5 meters during ( 2004-




Figure (33 )  a map of oxygen concentration measured at the depth of 1 0  meters during (2004-
2005 ) at the five stations. 
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Figure (34) a map of salin ity concentration measured at the surface during (2004-2005) at the 




Figure ( 3 5 )  a map of sal inity concentration measured at the depth of 5 meters during ( 2004-
2005) at the five stat ions. 
Legend 
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Figure (36) a map of salin ity concentration measured at the depth of 1 0  meters during (2004-





Figure ( 3 7) a map of temperature degree measured at the surface during (2004-2005)  at the five 
stat ions. 
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Figure (38)  a map of temperature degree measured at the depth of 5 meters during (2004-2005)  




Figure (39)  a map of temperature degree measured at the depth of 1 0  meters during (2004-
2005) at the five stat ions. 
Legend 
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Figure (40) a map of chlorophyl l  a concentration measured at the surface during (2004-2005) at 
the five stat ions. 
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Figure (4 1 )  a map of ch loroph I I  a concentrat ion mea ured at depth of 5 meter during (2004-
2005)  at the fi e tations . 
. ' 12 5 
Figure (42) a map of chlorophy l l  a concentration measured at depth of 1 0  meters during (2004-
2005) at the five stat ions. 
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Figure (43)  a map of nitrite concentration measured at a surface level during (2004-2005 ) at the 
five stat ions. 
Leqend 
Figure (44) a map of nitrite concentration measured at a 5 meters depth during (2004-2005) at 
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Figure (45)  a map of n itrite concentrat ion measured at a 1 0  meters depth during (2004-2005 ) at 
the five stat ions. 
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Figure (46) a map of n itrate concentrat ion measured at surface layer during (2004-2005)  at the 




Figure (47) a map of nitrate concentrat ion measured at a 5 meters depth during (2004-2005) at 
the five stat ions . 
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Figure (47) a map of nitrate concentration measured at a 1 0  meters depth during (2004-2005 ) at 




Figure (48) a map of s i l icate concentration measured at surface layer during (2004-2005 ) at the 
five stat ions. 
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Figure (49) a map of s i l icate concentration measured at a 5 meters depth during (2004-2005 ) at 




Figure (50) a map of s i l icate concentration measured at a 1 0  meters depth during (2004-2005)  
at  the five stat ions. 
Legend 
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Figure (5 1 )  a map of ammonia concentration measured at surface layer during (2004-2005)  at 




Figure ( 5 2 )  a map of ammonia concentrat ion measured at a 5 meters depth during ( 2004-2005 ) 
at the five stations. 
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Figure ( 5 3 )  a map of ammonia concentrat ion measured at a 1 0  meters depth during ( 2004-2005)  
at the five stat ions. 
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Figure ( 54 )  a map of phosphate concentration measured at surface layer during ( 2004-2005 ) at 
the five stations. 
Legend 
Figure ( 5 5 )  a map of phosphate concentration measured at a 5 meters depth during (2004-2005)  
at  the five stat ions. 
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Figure (56) a map of phosphate concentration measured at a 1 0  meters depth during (2004-






D i  c u s s  ion  
Th changes in the state of Abu Dhabi s marine en ironment, due to excessive enrichment 
\\ irh nutri ents uch as ni trogen and phosphate compounds, as a consequence of human activit ies, are 
al\\ ays fo l lo\\ ed b) the rapid growth of algae and bacteria in the sea. Such ecological features were 
b h ind the aim of studying the trophic status of the coastal waters along the Emirate o f  Abu Dhabi .  
In that regard, 5 di fferent stations were chosen to represent the different si tuations that may reflect 
the cnVirOJU11ental features that characterize its coastal ecosystem. For i nstance, the Corniche station 
was chosen as a se\\ age area, Musafah station as an industria l  area, Marawah station as a protected 
area, r. l ubaraz stat ion as an o i l  production area and the last station, Dalma, was chosen to represent a 
speci fic envi ronment c lose to one of the different i nhabited is lands located within the coastal area of  
Abu DhabI .  
In the  present study, and due to  the recent appearance of  algal blooms and fish k i l l  
phenomenon along the coastal area of Abu Dhabi ,  di fferent questions were raised regarding the 
reJsons and the nature of this phenomenon.  In order to answer these questions, the present study has 
focused on :  
1 - Comparing environmental parameters in different stations along Abu Dhabi 's marine coastal 
areas. 
2- S tudying phytoplankton composition and the cyst species in  stations known to experience fish ki l l  
phenomenon during summer and winter seasons. 
3- Isolating and ident i fying phytoplankton cells known to be harmful .  
�- Identi fying common algal species and H ABs in  Abu Dhabi waters. 
5- Attempting to ident i fy the main factors responsible for algal b loom formation. 
The obtained results of  the present study have confi rmed the subtropical conditions of  the 
area, where at the studied stations vertical temperature variations was so l imited and no thermal 
strati fication was recorded during summer. Moreover, in the Corniche stations there was a s l ight 
increase o[ water temperature with depth (e.g. figures 3 7-39) .  That could be mainly due to the 
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shal lowness of  the coastal water in general and in particu lar at the Corniche stat ion, where during 
summer months, temperature could be rapidly absorbed by bottom sediments faster than water. 
nother explanation could be due to the existing of sea grass beds at this station where, the 
respiration of associated l iving organisms could be responsible about such s l ight vari ations between 
bottom and surfac \\ aler temperatures. 
On tbe other hand the presence of low surface water sal ini ty also at the Corniche station 
during summer season is due to the sewage discharge at this stat ion (e .g. figures 34-36). The high 
dis  harged sewage water, which characterized with its lower sal in ity, i s  able to di lute the sea water. 
Although this finding was not recorded during the winter season, i ts effect appeared in the format of  
sea grass bed along the Corniche stat ion. The sea grass bed formation could also be  a result of  
nutrient ennchment to  the area from dissolved inorganic elements associated with the secondary 
treated sewage water. In fact ,  the highest nutri ent concentration was recorded at the Corniche station, 
except Ammonia (Table ! ) .  
The variat ions of  environmental parameters between the Corniche stations and the other 
stations are main ly  due to their locat ion as well  as their depths and the pecul iar human activit ies 
associated with each stat ion.  In fact, the highest phosphorus concentration was recorded at Musafah 
stat ion (e .g .  figures 54-56) and the lowest Ammonia concentration was recorded also in Musafah 
stat ion (e .g .  figures 5 1 - 53 ) .  Al though Musafah station is considered the most pol luted one, where the 
fish k i l l  area is nearby located, the measured low ammonium concentration may indicate the high 
algae product ivity. The consumption of  nitrogen i n  its simple form "i .e .  ammonia" is an ecological ly 
wel l  known feature of  autotrophic organisms (Smith, 1 992) .  
As  noticed from the obtained results, the average o f  dissolved oxygen was higher in  winter 
than summer season Fig (9- 1 1 ), which is natural ; however the recorded values may reflect the 
general trend of low oxygen concentration in  Abu Dhabi coastal water. This could be a result  of the 
high water temperature, even during winter months (F ig. I -5 ) ,  which reduce the oxygen gas 
di sso lution in water. This was obvious in the Marawab station where the lowest oxygen 
concentrat ions were recorded in two seasons. This could be also due to the topographic nature of the 
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area where ver slow water circulation is characteristic to the environment of this station (Abu 
Dhabi Coastline Ot! pill Protection Priorities, 2000). According to the Environment Protection 
Authori ty (EPA) criteria  for water quality the disso lved oxygen should be 5 .0 mg/L as minimum 
level for aquatic l i fe ( EPA Water Quality Criteria '  1 984) .  In the other stations, the monthly detailed 
results also showed low concentrations of  dissolved oxygen in  summer compared with winter, which 
may confiml the gi\'en explanation. 
In the case of fish k i l l  area, Rajan (2004) reported that during the sampling time in the 
morn ing the oxygen concentrat ion was high because of the large of phytoplankton photosynthet ic 
activi ty, whi le he documented that at n ight t imes there was a marked depletion in  oxygen 
concentrat ion. 
As shown from the results, the phytoplankton communities in the five stat ions have shown a 
dominance o f  Diatoms during the summer season and a dominance of  Dinoflagel l ates during the 
winter season, based on both quant itative and qualitative evaluation. Although the difference in  
phy'toplankton densities was not so much, but  i t  gives a c lear cut  between high ly  populated stations 
and less populated ones . I t  also reflects the relationship between nutrient salts concentrations and 
phytoplankton densit ies as a positive correlation; even though it is known that it has certain 
l imi tations. In the present study, the Corniche station was ident ified with i t  highest nutrient 
concentratIOns compared to the other stations, except for phosphorus at M usafah. The same feature 
was found at Corniche station with Chlorophyl l a concentrat ion.  Surprisingly, the chlorophyl l a 
concentrat ions were found to be higher at lower depths compared to the surface one. That could be 
attributed not only to the nutrient concentrations but also to the l ight intensity and water 
transparency at this stat ion.  Where due to high intensity of l ight,  phytop lankton usual ly tend to sink 
to lower water levels, helped by calm conditions, in  order to prevent photo-inhibit ion.  Another 
reason could be the high density of benthic diatoms that are always found to be associated with sea 
grasses, which is covering the sea bed at the Corniche stations. Some of these wel l  known benthic 
diatoms are identi fied in the phytoplankton samples of the present study such as, Cosinodiscus sp. ,  
Navicula sp, Nitzschia sp  . . . .  etc (Tab le  2). 
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omparing \\ l th the phytop lankton community identi fied in  the fish k i l l  area i t  has been 
found that (vaJlObaCleriafilamenlolls species were blooming during summer season and dominating 
the phytoplankton community even with one or two spec ies such as Aphanizomenon jlos-aquae 
(Table 5) .  It has been mentioned that in the Baltic Sea also during summer season a toxic 
Cyanohacterla spec ies \ as responsible for blooms covering a major part of the sea, the reason was 
that they ut i l ize humic material for their growth ( Kal le, 2006) .  In our study and especial ly at the fish 
ki l l  area, which is near Musafah, the industrial discharge inc ludes the wastes of  many food 
mdustries. This discharge has to contain humic substances and other organic  matter that could be 
responsible for cyanobacterial blooming (Harnza, 1 999).  I t  has also been mentioned that a wide 
variet of cyanobacterial species may cause serious problems in fresh and brackish water 
en\' I ronments and may be a serious health problem where surface water is used for drinking water 
supp lies (UNESCO, 1 998) .  
foreover, as another case of Harrnful algal bloom and its harmful effects on people which 
happened m 1 993 in  the oceans around ew Zeland a b loom o f  phytop lankton was introduced. That 
inc ident ,vas responsible for approximately 1 80 cases o f  poisoning from people consuming affected 
she l lfish and posed a significant threat to aquacul ture and seafood industries. ( Foundation for 
Research, Science & Technology, 2007) 
There are di fferent records in  the Gulf area where pro l i ferations of  phytoplankton in  marine 
,vaters have caused massive fish k i l ls ,  contaminate seafood with toxins, and alter ecosystems in 
ways that humans marked i t  as harmful ( ROPME, 2000) .  A board c lassification of hannful algal 
b looms distinguishes two groups of organisms : the toxin producers, which can contaminate seafood 
or k i l l  fish and the high-biomass producers, which can cause anoxia and indiscriminate ki l l s  o f  
marine l i fe after reaching dense concentrations. Some harmful  algal blooms have characterist ics o f  
both ( UNESCO, 1 998 ) .  
On the other hand at fish k i l l  area of  our study, the blooming that appeared especial ly during 
the winter season was due to the Dinoflagel late species rather than the diatoms one. This  could be 
due to the acidic condition of  the sediments where Musafah industries ' discharge their waste. 
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AccordIng to our data and previous findings of Raj an (2005), at fish k i l l  area the Cyanobacteria 
species \\ as dominant during summer bloom whi le the Prorocentrum species was dominant during 
winter, the E 0, ( 1 998)  has reported that the Prorocelltrum species are responsible for 
ciguatera D P (diarrhetic she l l fish poisoning), NSP eurotox ic she l lfish poisoning) and PSP  
(paralytic hel l fish poisoning) and can readily be identi fied by trained taxonomists. 
Whi le  on the subject of tox ic dinoflagel lates species and its harmful  effect, i t  has been found 
that the most dangerous vegetat ive ce l l  is the Alexandriwn species. It belongs to a dinoflagel l ates 
genus whIch includes the largest number of toxic species .  At least 8 species in this genus (A . 
acorcllella, A .  catellella, A .  cohorticllla, A. fUlldyense, A .  ostenfeldii, A. minutum, A .  tamarense and 
A. rOllllya\ '(lJl lchi) produce sax itoxins- the suite of compounds associated with paralytic she l lfish 
poisoning ( P  P)  in humans ( Anderson, 1 989). In our study the species found in  the fish k i l l  area was 
A. ostenfeldii, \ bi le  A .  acatenello was found in other tbree stations which are Corniche, M usafah 
and Dalma during sunmler season. Moreover, Gymnodinium sp was found in  the fish k i l l  area. I t  has 
been reported that GYlllnodiniulIl spec ies do not persist throughout the year (Anderson, 1 989) .  The 
GylJlnodinium specie is known to be responsible about the NSP (Neurotoxic shel l fish poisoning) i n  
addition. many extensive fish  k i l l  have been caused by  this unarmoured species (UNESCO, 1 998) .  
qrrodill l l1l71 species causes a massive loss of  economic i f  it  blooms. As a case in Hong Kong, 
( March and Apri l 1 998)  where almost al l fishes died in the affected cages that economic loss was 
estimated about S 40000000; i t  was a big loss for the country i ncome. (SONGHUI et.al . , 1 999) 
10reover Heterocapsa triquerta species have appeared for the first time as mentioned 
previously in  only fish k i l l  area. This species is a phototrophic marine dinoflagel late with wide 
coastal distribution (Ol l i ,  2004) .  I t  is a common winter species which tends to b loom in late 
December (Gal legos, 2005) .  These species have appeared in  the fish k i l l  area during winter season 
and not appeared in the other studied stations. The dinoflagel l ate Heterocapsa in Japan was also 
recorded for the first time from a small, semi-enclosed bay connected to Tosa Bay in  1 988  was 
newly added to the hazardous species. This species only shows a harmfu l  effect on she l lfish, 
part Icularly on bivalves such as edible oysters, pearl oysters, short-necked c lams and so on. Very 
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severe fish ries damage caused by this species was occurred four t imes in  last decades. (Fukuyo 
et. al, 2000). On the other hand, in both seasons al though it i s  known as a so l i tary species, ( Karlson, 
1 996) cnppsiella trocliou/ea is  one of the marine dinoflagel late that has also been recorded at the 
fish ki II area . 
These findings indicate that the fish k i l l  area has a specia l  environment, di fferent from the 
other stud ied coastal stat ions inc luding Musafah station. It could be considered as a sink of the cysts 
of dinoOagel lates that may be brought into this area ei ther di rect ly or indirectly. S ince it has been 
reported that there is  no catalogue or check l ist for the endemic  phytoplankton spec ies in the Gulf 
area ( H amza, 2006) , i t  is  d ifficult  to estab l ish the origin or the source of  these species to the Fish k i l l  
area. In  that concern, recent studies have indicated the bal last water carried by  o i l  and gas tankers as 
the potential source which is responsible about the transportat ion of exotic phytoplankton as wel l  as 
zoop lankton organisms to the coastal area of the UAE. The reason is, most o i l  produced from the 
Gu lf  region is exported, via sea or pipel ine ( Price et al. , 1 993) .  In his study Hamza, (2006), has 
indicated that new phytoplankton spec ies, not belonging to the Gulf  area, are introduced to coastal 
waters of the Gulf  countries via o i l  and gas tankers ' bal last water, where favorable conditions may 
lead to their flourishment. Moreover the b iota is  in many cases l iv ing at the extreme l imits of its 
em'ironmental tolerance, which is  important in any consideration of effects of addit ional stresses 
imposed by man, inc luding those aris ing from the 1 99 1  Gulf  War (Sheppard, 1 993) .  Actual ly in the 
in i t ia l  surveys between 1 9-28 January 1 99 1 ,  an estimated 6-8 mi l l ion barrels of o i l  were spi l led into 
the Gulf from t\vo maj or sources: four sunken and leaking vessels, including Iraqi o i l  tankers, and 
leakage from the Kuwaiti  m ina AI-Ahmadi Sea Island term inal and the Iraqi Mina Al-Bakr loading 
term inal (Greges, 1 993 ) .  The contamination produced certain ly  resulted in  the destruction of the 
great part of the terrestrial vegetation, the soi l  communit ies, together with the fish, plankton and 
benthos popUlat ions in the more pol luted coastal area. Hamza, (2006) has also mentioned that new 
negative eco logical phenomena such as red tide and Fish k i l l  have been recorded along the coastal 
areas of Kuwait Oman, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and UAE ( ROPME, 2000) .  In fact, many 
i nvestigat ions in these countries have shown that i rregu lar bloomi ng of certain Dinoflagel late 
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organisms were recorded in their coastal areas prior to the fish ki l l  phenomenon. Although these 
events are well  known in many countries there are not enough studies at the Gulf countri es l inked 
between the introduction of invasive species through the bal last water and the development of  
Harm ful Algae B loom ( HAB) and the  consequent fish  ki l l .  It i s  well known that some 
dinoflage l lates produce t\ 0 di fferent types of non- moti le  cel ls cal led as a temporary cyst and a 
rest lllg cyst in  their l i fe cyc le. The rest ing cyst can survive in harsh environmental condition and stay 
in certain periods of quiescence and dormancy, which induce simultaneous germ ination in response 
to better environmental change. Therefore, the resting cysts have an important ecological role as the 
source seedl ings o f  the recurrent b looming and expansion of geographical distribution. As of now 
more that 0 marine and 1 5  freshwater species of modern dinoflagel lates are known to produce 
resting cysts. In our study some of the identi fied resting cysts are photographical ly documented ( see 
Annex 2 ) .  Al though the number of the cyst-producing species is small compared to the total number 
of ex isting dinoflagel lates ( more than 2000) the former contains many harmful species, i .e . ,  more 
than 1 6  species ha\'e been knO\ n to cause a red t ide and seven speci es to be toxic. Thus, the study 
on modem dinoflagel late cysts is one of the important subjects to understand the blooming 
mechanism of  ham1fu l  algae (Matsuoka et al. ,  2000) .  
One of  the aims of  the present study was to  investigate the environmental factors and/or 
parameters that may enhance the HAB along the coastal area of Abu Dhabi Emirate. In that concern, 
and according to the obtained results of  the measured environmental parameters, it has been found 
that the inorganic nutrient concentration could not be used as an effective parameter, a lthough in 
certain stations its concentrations was relatively higher than the others. In simi lar studies, it has 
been found that, nutrient concentrations do not seem to affect the success or rate of germination, but 
l ight, sal in i ty, and oxygen are important to varying degrees. Furthermore, i t  has been also 
documented that, the nutrient concentrations, which are known to play a crucial role i n  induction of 
sexual i ty and cyst formation under l aboratory conditions, correlated poorly with the number of 
dinoflagel late cysts encountered in  the traps (Cannon, 1 993) .  In  the present study, and especia l ly at 
the Fish k i l l  area, it has been noticed that dinoflagel lates has bloomed during the winter season, 
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which means that temperature variations between summer and winter season could be one of the 
factors responsible about the execution of the dinoflagel lates' cysts. As seen from our data, oxygen 
concentrat ions have been found to be wi thin the minimum concentrations in both summer and 
\\ inter. Hov" ever, oxygen concentrat ion was markedly higher in winter than summer. A fact that also 
contlibute to the cysts' germination. I t  has been mentioned that low oxygen concentration can have a 
dramatic posi t ive effect on cyst germination among A lexandriulI1 species, but for most other 
dinoflagel late speCIes examined it is found that they have an absolute requirement for oxygen 
during gennination (Anderson, 1 989).  Moreover, in his study Godhe et aI, (200 1 )  have also found 
that a multiple regression analysis between environmental parameters and cyst germination has 
sho\\ ed that the variation in cyst yield from the traps for the most abundant species was correlated 
with water surface temperature, ambient l ight radiation and the depth of the halocl ine. 
The fish ki l l  area in our study has recorded many blooming during the last 4 years. That i s  
why i t  is under intensive investigations unt i l  now and data publ ications are prohibited by the 
Env lromnental Agency - Abu Dhabi .  Even though, the col lected samples of the present study has 
sho\\"n that about .+6 cyst spec ies were ident ified comparing to very few cysts ident ified and/or found 
in the other five stations (Table 4 ) .  That is in addition to the new species which were found only at 
this area and never been identified neither as cysts nor as l iving vegetati ve cel ls in the other studied 
five stations ( Table 6) .  
The remaining factor, which it has been found to be cri tical and absolutely crucial for the 
algal blooming (ei ther cyanobacteria or Dinoflagel lates), in the Fish k i l l  area, is its physical features 
i .e .  topography, bathymetry as well  as its hydrological regime. As shown in figures 4 and 5 (study 
area chapter) whi le Musafah station is located in  a semi c losed area, the Fish k i l l  area is  shown as a 
c losed channel  at one of i ts ends. This could be responsible about the poor water circulation as wel l 
as low venti lation because o f  the minimum possible vertical circulation. Although, the tidal effect at 
the coastal water of  Abu Dhabi area is known to be more than I meter, its effect on the circulation of  
open water systems could be  much effective that the c losed ones. Moreover, the c losed systems 
could be acting as a trap of dinoflagel lates and other planktonic cysts. Where, due to poor 
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c i rculations c sts may enter the c losed channel area during high tides and sett le down by gravi ty. 
When the low tide IS occurs only surface " ater after leaving its suspended matter settled at the 
bottom o[ the channel ,  wi l l  leave the area. The occurrence of this physical movement may result in 
the accumulat lOn of cysts in the bottom sediments at Musafah and the Fish k i l l  area. The former 
could be with less extent because it has a chance o f  more circulation of its water compared with the 
Fish k i l l  area. This may also result in what was found in the present study, where the compari son 
between the vegetat i\'e phytoplankton cel ls  and exist ing cysts have on ly resulted in six species to be 
common in between at Musafah station. This confirms that when the cysts germinate they become 
suspended m surface water, \\'hich are nonnal ly taken out of the area during the low tide effect. In 
their study. Keafer et ai ,  ( 1 992) have reported that many of  the dinoflagel lates that inhabit coastal 
waters include a d0I111ant cyst stage in their l i fe hi stories. He added that, the obvious importance of  
cysts in  seeding or  inoculating recurrent blooms, in  species di spersal, in  increasing genetic 
heterogeneity through sexual ity. In fact many phytoplankton blooms when they terminate due to 
nutrient exhaust ion and increased grazing pressure and or physical dispersal the asexual 
reproduction was replaced by sexuality and substantial portion of the moti le  population became non­
div id ing gametes and planozygotes (Anderson, 1 984).  
In  the sedimentation trap study (0- 1 5  days) carried by Godhe et aI. , 200 1 they found that the 
number of  cyst form ing planktonic dinoflagel lates was the highest during the first period (days 0-3 ) ,  
then it dec l ined and reached a minimum at day 1 2 , and then increased , although not to the same 
extent, towards the end of the period. On the contrary, the cysts reached an absolute maximum 
during the period between days 9 and 1 2 . 
In  our study, by checking the phytoplankton and the cysts species components in Musafah 
station for a simi lar period during the year of study, s imi lar observat ions were obtained. The resul ts 
showed that, in  the summer season the identified phytoplankton species were 26 species and they 
appeared in the water column, whi le the cyst species were found be around 27 species, from which 
only 6 species were in COrnnlon in both levels for same station at same time. That is what Godhe et 
aI ,  (200 1 )  discussed in their study in Swedish west coast area where they found a negative l inear 
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correlation between the abundance of  planktonic cel ls and the number of cysts encountered in the 
traps. Where, \ hen the number of cysts recorded in the traps was at a peak, the number of 
planktonic cel ls  was rather low. That is what was also found in Musafah station the number of the 
cysts in winter season, were less cysts species number and high phytoplankton species number. 
Although the Corniche station was characterized by high nutrient and high oxygen concentrations 
and the other stations \ ere also characterized by other chemical factors, they did not show such high 
cysts accumu latIOn and algal blooms at least during the study period. A fact, which may support 
other phYSical factors to be the most plausible to enhance a lgal blooms in Musafah as well  as the 
Fish k i l l  area. 
Here, it seems appropriate that from the obtained results and the l iterature testimony it could 
be possible to try to bui ld a tentat ive scenario of how algal b looms can take place at Musafah and the 
fi sh ki l l  area. This scenario can be suggested as fo l lows: 
1 - The bal last water discharge in the Gulf area are carrying exotic p lankton species 
( Phytoplankton and zooplankton), in  the form of  either rest ing or moti le cysts (due to the 
effect of  the dark conditions of  the bal last water tanks during the trip) .  
2- The Cysts are carried by high t ide to such semi -closed and c losed channels and sett led in the 
bottom sediments by gravity. These areas are acting as cyst traps, where accumulation of cysts 
occurred due to low water circulation and stable water column. 
3- Bottom sediments disturbances by d ischarging waste water, may resuspend the cysts again 
into the water column. 
-l- The presence of  humic acids and other substances could be a stimulator of  certain species to 
germinate. 
5- These factors such as water temperature and radiation qual ity may play a significant role in 
cysts germination. 
6- The germinated vegetat ive organisms could be carried out from the area, where possibi l ity of 
water circulation exists, by low tidal effect to the open water and i t  becomes one of the l iving 
phytoplankton communities in the area. 
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7- I n  c losed areas, where water circulation is very poor, the germinated organisms can float to 
be suspended In the water column and reproduce by binary division due to favorite conditions 
( l ight oxygen, temperature, and water column stabi l i ty), and estab l ish a loom of mono­
spec I fic algal species. 
- Algal blooms in this area may be repeated several t imes during one season, and even during 
one month (due (0 the short l i fe span of  algal cel ls) ,  especial ly when the environmental 
condIt ions becoming able to favorite the growth or the germination of cysts belonging to other 
spec Ies. 
9- Algal cysts and their spec ies remains in this area for long time and repeat their cycles 
according to the environmental condit ion in these areas, unless very strong and may be 
shocking change in envi ronmental parameters may occur. 
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G l o  sary 
B loom - High concentrat ions of  planktonic organisms due to enhanced cel l  division (growth) rates. Seasonal 
ploom� are o ften related to periodi�al increase in nutrient and .
l ight conditions (e .g. spring bloom). 
txceptLonal b looms are often dommated by one or a few speCIes and may disco lor the water a reddish-
I ro\\ n color hence the name 'red tide' . 
Ch l o ro p h y l l  - Plant pigments found in chloroplasts which function as photoreceptors of  l ight energy for 
hotosynthesis. 
Cy t - Any domlant or resting nonmoti le cel l  possessing a distinct cell wal l .  
� i a rr h et ic  S h e l l fis h  Poiso n i n g  (DS P) - A human gastrointest inal disease caused by  the i ngestion of toxic  
hanne she l l fish ( fi l ter-feeding bivalves) from cold and warm temperate regions of the Atlantic and Pac ific  
Dceans . hel lfish can accumulate and store large quantit ies o f  red t ide  dinoflagel late toxins without 
pparent harm to themselves. Symptoms include diarrhea, nausea and vomit ing lasting a few days. No 
iUman deaths ha\ e been reported. 
i n o fla ge l late - Bi tlage l lated unicel l u lar alga member in the Phylum Pyrrhophyta. 
n cystment  - To foml or become enclosed in a cyst ( rest ing spore) .  There are several types of  encystment. 
tressed cel ls  can 'round up' and sett le out of the water column and yet be viable if the stress condit ions are 
"moyed. Others im olve temporary cysts for asexual reproduction, flotation, and other functional aspects of  
dividual survi\  a l .  Yet another type o f  encystment involves sexual reproduction and the production of  
ick-\val led hypnozygotes which can remain encysted for months, even years. 
xcy t m e n t  - When the hypnozygote matures and is ready to produce a moti le cel l  from the resting cel l ,  a 
ked ce l l  wi l l  emerge from an opening in  the cyst wall .  This  emerging ce l l  wi l l  either be flagel lated or 
moeboid.  Typical ly, this cell wi l l  undergo meiosis and produce four vegetative i N  cells that are moti l e  in 
�e \vater column. 
h otosy n t h es i s  - The use of inorganic  compounds in the presence of l ight for growth, metabolism and 
production. 
y to p l a n kton - Planktonic plant l i fe .  
'gments  - Any coloring matter in  p lant or animal cel ls .  
a n kton - Refers to free- l iv ing organisms in  aquatic environments that have l i tt le or no sel f-moti l ity and 





Cyst of Cornish su m mer season 
A mphora lineolata(Ehr.) Kiitz Nitzchia frustulum 
A lTo,.IL,,, 
Oestrupia sp. Cocconeis disculus 
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Cyst of Cornish winter season 

Navicula jorcipata Grev. A mphora, obtuse Greg Trybionella hungarica sp. 
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Nitzschia pathulata Breb. 

Cyst of M usafah s u m mer season 
Diadesmus 
Thalassiosira 
A mphora sp. Nitzschia sp. Simonsenia sp 

Gyrosigma fasciola var. sulcalum Nitzschia tubicola 
A mphora sp. Cymbella 












Cyst of M usafah winter season 
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Navicula s Nitzschia s athulata Breb. Nitzschia s . 
Pinn ularia Prorocentrum Gyrosigma 
Bacillaria paxillifer 

Cyst at M arawah s u m mer season 
Eucocconeis jIexella A mphora sp Navicula sp. 
Nitzschia lanceolata v. minutula 
6/6 Navicula sp. H or Rhizosolenia sp Grammatophora marina 
A ,,,,,nll' 

Nitzschiaflexa (Sch umann 1862) Plagiotropis lepidoptera 




Cyst at M u baraz s u m mer season 
---r----------�--------�------_+----� Pennates 
Nitzschia sp. Leptocylindricus danicus 










Phytoplan ktons at Fish kil l  station s u m mer season 
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Alexandrium ostenfeldii Heterocapsa triquerta 
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Thalas ionema costatum 
Skeletonema sp 




















Synedra robusta Raf. sp. 
Nitzschoides 
Skeletonema costalum Pseudonitzschia sp. 
Diadesmus sp. 





Thalassionema co tatum Thalass ionema 
Chaetoceros decipiens Skeletonema costatum Amphora p 





T a b l e  I L i s t  o f  s p e c i e s p r o d u c i n g r e s t i n g cys t s  in mo d e r n  m a r i n e  d i n of l a g e l l a t e s  
S p e c i e s  




D l n o p h ys l a l e s 
Dinophysis a cuta 
Dinophysis tripos 
G y m n o d l n l a l es 
Amphidinium canerae 
Cochlodinium sp. 
Cochlodimum sp.  
Gymnodimum catenatum * 
Gymnodinim nolleri 
Gymnodinium microreticulatum 





Gyrodinium sp . 1 
Pheopolykrikos hartmannii 
Polykrikos kofoidi  
Polykrikos schwanzii 
Woloszynskia sp . 1 
Katodinium fungiforme 
Pfiesteria piscimone 
G o n y a u l a c a l e s 
Gonyaulax digrlalis 
Gonyaulax s cnppsae 
Gonyaulax spinifera .. 
Gonyaulax cf. spinifera 
Gonya ulax verior 
Gonya ulax sp.  
Ungulodinium polyedraum" 
Protoceratium reticula tum 
Alexandrium affine " 
Alexandrium ;mdersonii * 








Alexandrium minutum * 
Faust (1 990) 
Faust (1993) 
Bursa (1 959) 
R ef e r e n c e  
Moita at Sampayo (1 993) 
Moita at Sampayo (1 993) 
Cao VIBn 1 967 
Fukuyo (1 982) 
Matsut*a (1 985a. 1 987a) 
Anderson et al. ( 1 988) . M atsuoka ( 1 987a), 
Hallegraeft et a/. (1 989) 
E1legaard et Oshima (1 998) 
Bolch. Negri et Hal legraeft (1 999) 
Bolch at Hallegraetf (1 990) 
Kobayashi. Kojima. Itakura. Imai et Matsuoka (2000) 
Wall etOale ( 1 968a) . Fukuyo ( 1 982) . Matsuoka (1 985a) 
Kojimaet Kobayashi (1 992) 
Dale (1983) 
Tyler et aI. (1 982) 
Bolch sf Hallegraetf (1 990) 
Fukuyo ( 1 982) . Matsuoka et Fukuyo ( 1 986) . 
Matsuoka (1 985a) , Morey-Gains et Ruse (1 980) . 
Fukuyo et Matsuoka (1 983) 
Wall et Dale ( 1 968a) . Matsuoka (1 985a) 
Bolch sf Hatlegraeft (1 990) 
Spero at Moree (1 981 ) 
Burkholder et a l . (1 992) 
Wall et Date ( 1 968a) 
Wall et Date ( 1 968a) . Matsuoka ( 1 984b) 
Wall et Date ( 1 968a) 
Dale (1983) 
Matsuam et aI. (1 988) 
Dobell at Taylor ( 1 981 ) 
Wall et Dale ( 1 968a) . Kobayashi et at. (1 981 ) .  Lewis (1 988) 
Wall et Dale (1 968a) 
Fukuyo fit aI. ( 1 985) . Hal lagraatf et al. (1 99 1 )  
Montresor. Zingona e t  S arn o  (1 998) 
Yoshimatsu (1 98 1 ) .  Fukuyo (1 985) 
Fukuyo et aI. ( 1 988) 
HawrylLi et al. (1 992) 
Dale (1 977b) 
Kita et aL (1 985) 
Fuk uyo et aI. (1 988) 
Blanca et al. (1 991 ) 
HalleglCEft at a l .  ( 1 991 ) ;  as A. sp.  
Bolch et aI. ( 1 991 ) 





A1exandrium tamarense • 
Helgolandium subglobosum 
Fragilidium fJatero/obum 
Pyrodinium bafJamense var. bahamense 
Pyrodinium bafJamense var. compressum fr 
PyropfJacus fJoro/ogium 
PyropfJacus steinii 









Scrippsiella trochoidea " 
ScrippsieJla swaeneyae 



























Walker et Steidinger (1 979) 
Braarud (1 945) 
Fukuyo at aI. (unpublished data) 
Montresor et at. (1 993a) 
Dale ( 1 977b) , Fukuyo (1 985) 
Voo Stosch (1 969b) 
Steidinger (1 975) 
Wall et Dafa (1 969) 
Steidingar at aI. (1 980) , Matsuoka et al. ( 1 989) , 
Corrales at al. (1 995) 
W?j at Dafe (1 971 ) 
WaJ et Dafa (1 971 ) ,  Matsuoka (1 985b) 
Lewis ( 1 991 ) .  Ishikawa et Taniguchi (1 993) 
Lewis(1 991 ) 
Gao at aL (1 989) 
Aksalman at Keupp (1 990) 
Montrasor at Zingone (1 988) , Ishikawa let Taniguchi ( 1 993) , 
Kobayashi at al. (1 994) 
Montresor ( 1 995) 
Lewis(1 991 ) ,  Ishikawa et Taniguchi (1 993) 
Lewis(1991 ) 
Wa ht aI. (1 970) , Bolch et HaJlegraeff (1 990) , Lewis (1 991 ) 
Wal et Dale (1 968b) 
WaB et Dale (1 968b) 
Matsuoka at al. (1 990) 
Kobayashi et Matsuoka (1 995) 
Dafe ( 1 9na. 1 978) , Lewis{1 99 1 )  
Montresor �t al. (1 993b) 
Iwasaki (1969) , Lewis at al. (1 984) 
Von Stosch ( 1 969a) 
Faust ( 1 992) 
Braarud et Pappas (1 951 ) 
Popovsky et Pfiester (1 990) 
Lewis et Dodge (1 987) 
Wall et Dala ( 1 968a) , Matsuoka (1 984a), Lewis et aI. (1 984) 
Aksel'man (1987) 
Blanco (1 989) 
Wafl at Dafe ( 1 968a) , Akselman (1 987) 
Wafl at Dafe ( 1 968a) 
Wall et Dafe ( 1 968a) , Akselman (1 987) 
Wafl at Dafe ( 1 968a) , Fukuyo (1 980) , 
Kobayashi at Matsuoka ( 1 984) . 
Bolch et HaJlegraeff (1 990) 
Wall at Dala (1 968a) 
Matsuoka et aI. (1 982) 
Wall at Dale ( 1 968a) , Lewis at al. ( 1 984) , Akselman ( 1 9 87) 
Hallegaeff et Bolch (1 992) 
Meunier (1 9 1 0) 
Wall at Dale ( 1 968a) 
Wall at Dale (1 968a) 
Wall at Dale (1 968a) . Fuk uyo et al. (1 977) 
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Zygabikodinium lenticula tum 
*:harmful species 
Wall et Dale (1 968a) 
Wall et Dale ( 1 968a) . Akselman (1 987) . 
Bolch et Hallegraett (1 990) 
Akselman (1 987) 
Wall et Dale ( 1 9 68a) . Matsuoka (1 982) . Lewis et aC(1 984) . 
Inoue (1 990) 
Wall et Dale (1 968a) 
Wall et Dale (1 968a) 
Lewis et aI. (1 984) 
Dodge (1 985) 
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Dale (1 983) 
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Dale et aI. (1 993) 
Wall et Dale (1 9 68a) 
Matsuoka (1 988) 
Wall et Dale ( 1 968a) . Matsuoka (1 988) 
Dale et aI. (1 993) 
Matsuoka (1 988) 
Lewis (1 990) 
Wall et Dale ( 1 9 68a) . Akselman (1 987) . Matsuoka ( 1 988) . 
Bolch et Hallegraett (1 990) 
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